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cures from dreams provide this element to allow a whole healing experience .
within the dream.
"Times, they are a-changing"
Dreams
also act as prophylactics
The
healing
power
of
dreams
and the changes will profoundly
and
can
prevent diseases from
is
not
in
their
interpretation
or
affect the healing professions.
manifesting
by identifying out of
analysis,
but
rather
in
the
deeper
Conventional allopathic treatment
ease
conditions
before they deexperiences
in
the
dream,
far
beis proving too limited in effectivevelop
into
illness.
low
its
surface
and
deep
in
its
ness and many doctors and scienIt is time for dream s to be
tists are searching for new and heart. Here operate the creative
taken
seriously as resources for
forces that form the dream itself
more effective healing philosoas well as our whole being, men- whole healing and health maintephies and techniques. Harvard
Medical School has established a tal and physical. Here also lie the nance. New science in moving beyond its limits as a material discigroup to seriously study such stored consciousness structures
pline has evolved into considering
that
manifest
as
illness.
While
clasmedical mysteries as the placebo
the spiritual and esoteric in the
sical
science
is
unable
to
delve
into
effect and alternative natural treathuman experience ' including
this
deep
nature
of
dreams,
the
ments. Dr. Andrew Weil MD, an
dreams without the dogma and
new
physics
of
Quantum,
Chaos
outspoken critic of the medical
superstition often associated such
and
Holographic
theories
can.
profession, maintains that only
studies. We are a sophisticated soThe
healing
power
within
20% of allopathic treatment is efciety and no longer as willing to
dreams
is
not
in
question,
it
is
a
fective and other alternatives are
better suited in the remaining in- given. The important question is take on faith that thi s or that is so.
stances. We are entering an age "How do dreams heal?" When we To really utilize dreams as healing
where natural healing and the understand this, we can develop mediums will take such a freeing
body's abilities to heal itself are techniques and means to better and unbiased approach. We must
coming to the fore. This is where utilize this vast healing resource. separate what is valid from what
dreams enter the stage and drugs This is where new science can pro- is based in dogma and superstivide answers. Dreams are, at one tion .
and invasive treatments exit.
I hope that the Dream N etDreams and REM may be the level, pure energy systems and cerwork
Journal will take its place at
tainly
complex
and
chaotic.
Quanconsciousness-state and dynamics
the
forefront
of this movement. We
responsible for the body's own tum theory and chaos (complexnatural healing abilities. Studies ity) theory can light our way to are in the midst of a national health
show that people deprived of REM better understanding. Dreams are care crisis and looking for answers.
soon become mentally ill and also a personal virtual reality ex- Dreams can provide many of
shortly thereafter physically ill. perience, like the holodeck on Star them, but to be universally acDreams have a regenerative effect Trek. Holographic theory can help cepted, these answer s must be preon both our psychological and our here in making the ties between sented in terms that can be underphysical health. There is data to dream experience and how that stood and accepted by a majority
suggest that REM is the conscious- manifests as changes in physiol- of people. They must pass the tests
ness-state responsible for the heal- ogy and mental states. There is of science. Meeting this challenge
will allow
ing attributed to the placebo effect. evidence from a leading cellular and opportunity
dreams
and
dream
therapists
to
biologist
that
we
can
even
change
There is also evidence that REM is
enter
the
mainstream
of
the
heal
our
basic
genetic
structure
through
associated with the formation and
ing
profession,
and
assume
their
our
experiences
including
the
regeneration of our nervous system, cells, bones and organs from dream experience. To be able to rightful place . No one will lose exthe very earliest stages of our fetal utilize all this in a more conscious cept for perhaps the pharmaceuti and aware way will be of immense cal and drug industry, which
development.
seems ironic since drugs so often
Ancients knew of this healing importance and benefit.
Dreams are doorways to our interfere with dream activity and
power in dreams. Aesculapian
recall.
Graywolf Swinney
spiritual
self, to the fundamental
dream temples
proliferated
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With this seminal issue,
Dream Network goes beyond the
maps, opening exciting new frontiers for healing through dreams.
The power and promise of many
of the articles in this issue come
from the fact that they are firsthand accounts of those who have
lived and suffered and been transformed through the power of
dreams. Wanda Burch's account
of how dreams guided her
through a life-threatening illness is
an authentic and inspiring drama
of death and rebirth, with immensely valuable suggestions for
harvesting dream images we can
use in self-healing. Gudrun Weber
shares the gifts that came with
'braving up' in the face of a dream
terror: a tremendous serpent that
became her ally and shared its enc rg y when she was willing to
touch it. Sandy Steckling' s moving
and beautiful account of her healing from rheumatoid arthritis
urges us to look for the meaning
of our symptoms and release the
images that can explain and purge
them. Sandy Steckling takes us
i~to the heart of a profound experience of healing, in which a radiant spiritual energy moved from
the field of dreams into her energy
field, an influx of soul that released
her symptoms and carried her into
a state of expanded awareness. In
her essay comparing shamanic
soul retrieval practice and Jungian
integrative therapy, Maureen Roberts raises important questions
about how much should be done
for the client and how much the
client should be invited to do for
herself.
There are many more treasures
in this issue. They point us, again
and again, to the primal healing
power of the fresh and personal

images that come to us in dreams
and of the saving grace of the pow~
ers that speak to us through
dreams. Before I first led a circle
of dream healing, I journeyed for
guidance. I was given two strong
messages. The first: "Let the god
heal through you." The second: "The
healing comes through the wound."

Many years later, I am still meditating and dreaming on those two
injunctions and testing them in the
situations that are brought to me.
The first message is about putting
the ego aside and opening to a
higher power. The second involves
seeking to understand the meaning of symptoms and work with
the images they will yield to us.
Isn't it possible that the purpose
of our symptoms is to reawaken
us to a deeper life, to a spiritual reali ty that becomes accessible
through dream images?
. ~xperimental science is finally
g1vmg us proof of things that active dreamers have always known,
and most of us have secretly hoped
to be true: that 'thoughts are
things'; that the power of focused
in~ention can reshape physical reality; that there are realms beyond
3D reality, and that our healingas well as the recollection of our
life purpose--may be found there;
that time is relative and we may
be able to change the past as well
as the future.
Let me single out, for now, two
areas of mind-body research that
invite active and concerted explo ration by dreamers everywhere:

Dream healing at a distance.
Living cells respond to consciousness, and this can happen over
great _d~stances. Experiments by
Dr. Wilham Braud of the Mind Science Foundation in San Antonio
TX suggest that distant mental in~
fluence can prevent red blood cells
from bursting in a test tube, and

reinforce or destroy powers of concentration. Larry Dossey has demonstrated the healing power of
prayer from a distance in several
beautiful books. Lab science and
medical research are catching up
to what shamans and spiritual
healers have known for millennia:
that we can transfer images that
another person's body will believe
and can alter the energy template
in the direction of healing. Isn't it
time for we dreamers to experimen_t m?re actively with sending
healmg images, through conscious
dreaming, to those in need?

Changing
the cellular memory
In experiments at the University of
Nevada and reported in his book
Ihe_Consci.ous....Uoiverse, Dean
Radin demonstrated that the nervous system sometimes responds
to stimulation before the physical
stimulus is presented. It seemed
that either (a) the body somehow
knew about a future (randomlygenerated) event, or that (b) a future event was influencing earlier
physiology. The fancy name for (b)
is retro-causality. Is it remotely
possible that we could somehow
go back and alter our cellular or
genetic memory in the direction of
health? This is a wild, but wildly
interesting, area for dream explorers. In my workshops, I have been
encouraging dreamers to travel
back through their lives and
through the lives of genetic ancestors to see if there is anything they
can 'change' in the direction of
health and healing. Yes,I know the
past is supposed to be 'fixed'. But
just suppose that, in a multiverse
of infinite parallel worlds or
world-holograms, we could make
a holo-leap from one storyline to
another. Let us dream on it, and
bring back new maps!
RobertMoss
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Definitely the Beginning of
NOW!
(Views from Daniel in the Himalayas)

I

finally did a trek to the high
Himalayas and stayed in my cave.
How I wish I could describe the
beauty! I went up in the pouring rain
and stayed there in the fog and rain,
so I couldn't see the mountains in
front of my face. But the mist made
for an incredible mystique, sometimes barely showing craggy mountain silhouettes, tantalizing my eyes.
And there were shadowy images of
really tall yet scraggly, dripping,
moss-&-fem ridden deciduous trees
too.
The fog caused me to focus on
the foliage. It's funny how nature has
color and harmony and number
themes. It's art. Most of the plants up
there have multiples of three and five,
though they are of completely different species.
Usually it's three leaves and
flowers with five petals (there are
many strawberry-like plants). There's
a message here, but we're too removed to get it. There were mandalas
everywhere, with petals leading us
into the Middle where union of
Pollen and Ovum happen, which
causes simultaneous birth (seed) and
death (wilting). It's the same religion,
over and over, everywhere, in infinite
forms and brilliant colors, and in
various number symbols. It just
happens to be three and five here.
Something to suit every taste. Half
comes from below (ovum) and half
appears to come from above (pollen),
but it ALL ultimately comes from
the same place and returns there!
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thing for a person to do is to name
things in their life that are like the
symbol in some way. For example
climbing a mountain can be like
doing homework because they both
take so much work.

2. How come people have good
dreams and nightmares?
clouds and swirling clouds above,
TG: Dreams are about your life.
and foggy clouds flowing like rapid Just as people have both good and
streams over and through the moun- bad parts in their life, so they have
tains below, like it was all staged. So good dreams and nightmares. If you
incredible! Dreamlike! Paradise!
can figure out what part of your life
Some Czech friends I met up there the nightmare is about, you can do
shared the startling view with me. something to change that part of your
I'm glad I didn't have a camera to do life. Doing that will probably change
the nightmare. If you can fix the bad
it injustice.
part
in real life, you might be able to
Danial Shellabarger,
change those nightmares into good
usuallyfrom Moab, UT
dreams.
Daniel is the author of The End of Time 3. If two people had the same dream,
or the Beginning ofNaw? Dream
what does it mean?
Network,Vol. 18 No. 2 (Ed.)
TG: I would like to say that it has
a special meaning, like the dream will
come true. Probably, though, the right
answer is that the two people are both
thinking about the same thing during
Tom Goad's Response
the day. That seems kind of a disato Eric's Questions
ppointing answer but, if you think
(DN, V18#2, p. 8)
about it, it also means that two people
can think about the same thing
Dear Eric
during the day on purpose, and that
Hi! I'm Tom. I am 41 years old and just might cause them to dream alike
live in Nashville, Tennessee. You and at night. Of course, your dream and
I are both interested in dreams. I lead my dream are both going to be
a dream group in Nashville, and I different-even if they have parts in
also teach and give lectures about common. For example, if we both
dreams. I read your questions in the think of a red card uring the day, you
DreamNetwork Journal,and they are might dream of eating a red apple
really good (and hard) questions. I and I might dream of riding in a car,
don't think anyone could answer all but a blue one instead of a red one.
of them 100% correctly, because in
Why not try an experiment with
some cases we simply don't know people you know? It would be a lot
enough about the mind and how it of fun if it could work out. Be sure to
works. In some cases, it might not be write out your dream as completely
possible to know. So, some of the as you can so you can compare notes
answers would be just what a person later on. You can also try doing it by
"believes" to be true, and not what yourself, just to see if you can make
they "know."
yourself dream about things on
Keeping that in mind, though,
purpose. Thinking about something
here are my best "answers" to your on purpose to cause a dream about it
questions:
is called dream "incubation" and it's
a lot of fun, but sometimes it takes a
1. How do people _know_ what
while to get the knack. It's not hard,
dreams symbolize?
TG: A symbol is something that but you sometimes have to keep with
is " like" something else. So, the first it before you finally learn how.

4. Huw doc s a dream journal work?
Explain please.
TG: A journal is a place where
you write down your dreams. It can
be anything you want it to be, it can
be a spiral notebook, a three-ring
binder, a pad of paper, anything.
Place your journal by your bed,
together with a pen or pencil. When
you wake up, take a few moments to
remember your dream, and then
write it down in your journal. Leave
a blank line above your dream so you
can give your dream a title. A title is
important so that you can find your
dream quickly. You might even want
to leave a blank page or two in the
front of your journal where you write
down just the titles of the dreams,
and the date you had them.That way,
finding a particular dream would be
a lot easier.
Write something down in your
journal every morning, whether you
hav e remembered a dream or not. If
yo u haven ' t remembered a whole
dream, write what you remember. If
you haven't remembered anything at
all, try writing down how you feel,
or what you were thinking when you
woke up. Just writing something is
sometimes enough to make you
remember the whole dream .
Because dream s are about your
life, it's a good idea to keep a diary
of what you did and thought about
during the day. If you want, you can
keep it in the same notebook you
keep your journal. That way it will
<1
lway s be right there when you are
trying to figure out what a dream
means. Try this: At night, before you
go to bed, open your dream journal
to the ne xt blank page . Put the date
at the top of the page and write about
your day. Leave the journal open and
the pen ready for when you
remember a dream. When the time
comes to write down the dream, you
can do it right there, and it will
always be right next to your diary . Be
sure to skip a line or two before you
start writing your dream, to leave
room for th e title.
5. What is amplification?
explain.

Plea se

TG: Dreams are symbols, and about what they might mean to you.
symbols can mean a lot of things,
Just remember, though, that other
d epending on who you are and people's ideas are just to get you
where you live . Amplification is a started thinking about how your
way to "turn up the volume" on dream relates to your life and your
what the symbols are trying to say feelings. The most important thing
to us . You can Amplify a symbol at is what you, yourself think the sym
three levels.
bol means. After all, it's your dream
On the first level, the personal
6. Can you describe what insight is?
level, you want to ask yourself what If so, describe what it is.
comes to mind when you think about
TG: Insight means to understand
the symbol. For example, if you !he inner nature of something. For
dream of a special pair of red shoes, instance, when you are awake and
you might ask yourself what the thinking about your dreams, you
shoes remind you of. Perhaps you might have an insight,
or an
own a pair just like them. Perhaps
understanding, of what your dream
someone you admire, or even
means. Usually this understanding
someone you dislike, wears shoes pops into your mind suddenly, along
like that .
with the strong feeling that your
The second level is the cultural
understanding is correct. Because it
level. On this level, you would focus can come suddenly and without
on the meaning the shoes might have warning and because it seems to
to other people around you. For explain something you didn't know
example, if you dream of red shoes, before, having an insight can be a
it might remind you, or someone you great feeling!
know of the Ruby Slippers in "The
Wizard of OZ." As you work on your 7. How did dreams become your
dream, you might realize that, like interest?
TG: I've always had really great
Dorothy in the movie, you have
dreams,
ever since I could remember.
special talents that you aren't fully
In
high
school and college, I took
aware of. Or perhaps it will remind
classes
in
Psychology, and through
you of the movie "The Man With One
those
classes,
I became interested in
Red Shoe" and how it feels to be the
what
my
dreams,
and the dreams of
center of unwanted attention.
other
people
might
mean .
Sometime s, the things you dream
about had special meaning for
Morep eople living long ago or far away.
Amplification can also mean finding
out what those people might have
Our 'Response' column is the
thought about the things in your
place
to ask your questions,
dream. For instance, there is a fairy
tale called The Red Shoes. If you read
state your perspectives, share
the fairy tale, you might get even
your inspirations and dreams
mor e idea s about what those red
or even start a controversy!
sh oes in your dream might mean .
We DESIRE to meet your needs
You might even di scover that the
pri ests of certain ancient religions
and Urge You to Give
alway s wor e red shoe s. Try looking
Suggestions, Critique, Share
up the thing s in your dream in an
Dreams, Related Experience
encyclop edia, a book about
and Ideas for Future Issues!
mythology, or a regular dictionary to
see what y ou can find out about
th e m.
You might find extra
Please send one or all of the
informati on on the Int ernet.
above to: LEIIERS_ % DNJ
Som etim es knowing what other
PO
Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
peo ple thought about the thing s in
yo ur dream s can give you ideas
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8. How come dreams don't always
come true?
TG: That's a tough question, Eric.
It' s one of those questions I don't
believe anyone can really answer. My
personal answer is that dreams are
symbols.
Remember when I said that
symbols are things that are like
'>omething else? Well, two things can
llL· alike without being the same
thing. That's why we have to ask
ourselves what the things in our
dreams are like. H they were exactly
the same things,
we would
automatically
understand
our
dreams. For example, you might
dream you are climbing a mountain.
In thinking about your dream, you
might find out that the dream is
about all the studying you have to do
for a hard test at school, and not
about a mountain at all.
Another reason, in my opinion,
that some dreams come true and
others don't is that the future pretty
much depends on what you do here
in the present. Dreams can show you
the results of your actions, but they
don't make your choices for you . For
example, you might dream you fell
off that mountain in your dreams.
This might be your dream's way
of warning you that if you don't
study like you should, you might
fl, _:n k th•! test. If you choose to study
h,1rd, though, that dream probably
won't come true. What you make of
your life, and of your future, is pretty
much up to you.

9. Do dream catchers really work? If
so, how?
TG: Many people believe that
dream catchers cause them to
remember their dreams better. If you
believe you can, you probably will,
but you can do it without the dream
catcher just as well. That's probably
better to do, since you might want to
be sure to remember your dreams,
and you may not have a dream
catcher handy. Some people believe
that dream catchers cause them to
remember only good dreams, but if
you think about it, all dreams are
good dreams-even
nightmares,

Io
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because nightmares can show you
problems in your life, which you can
then work on solving.

smiled and said, "This could be a
good time!"

10. Do dreams help people? If yes,
please explain.
TG: Yes, dreams help people in
many ways . In fact, dreams help us
in so many ways we haven't figured
them all out yet. Some of the ways
dreams help us are: giving us ideas
on how to do things better, letting us
know what's really on our mind,
showing us what might happen if we
do something, letting us try out stuff
in a dream first, before we think
about doing it for real, answering
questions that we need answering,
and many more ways. H more people
knew about how helpful dreams are,
more people would be writing them
in journals and thinking about them.
Pleasant Dream!
Tom Goad,Nashville, TN

There is a river flowing now very
fast. It is so great and swift, that there
are those who will be afraid. They
will try to hold on to the shore. They
will feel they are being tom apart and
will suffer greatly. Know the river has
its destination. The elders say we
must let go of the shore, push off into
the middle of the river, keep our eyes
open, and our heads above the water.
And I say, see who is in there with
you and celebrate.
At this time in history, we are to
take nothing personally. Least of all,
ourselves. For the moment that we
do, our spiritual growth and journey
comes to a halt.
The time of the lone wolf is over.
Gather yourselves!
Banish the word struggle from
your attitude and your vocabulary.
All that we do now must be done in
a sacred manner and in celebration.

"This is the Hour''
and "We are the Ones"
As I encounter people too busy
for Y2K, or waiting for others in
authority, or for the public to tell
them Y2K is a priority (everyone has
someone they're waiting for, it
seems), I find myself inspired by
these two musings:
THIS IS THE HOUR

A Hopi elder speaks:
"You have been telling the people
that this is the Eleventh Hour, now
you must go back and tell the people
that this is the_ Hour. And there
are things to be considered ...
Where are you living?
What are you doing?
What are your relationships?
Are you in right relation?
Where is your water?
Know your garden.
It is time to speak your Truth.
Create your community.
Be good to each other.
And do not look outside yourself
for the leader."
Then he clasped his hands together,

WISDOM OF THE ELDERS

WE ARE THE ONES
WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

Oraibi, Arizona, Hopi Nation.
Submitted by Ramsay Raymond

Dream Groups/Networker
in Asheville, N.C.

I took the new issue of the Dream
NetworkJournalto my twice- a-month
dream group in Asheville . As I held
it up, one of the members took it from
me and opened it to the Kosovo
poem. His wife, Joan Duncan, wrote
it. Joan and Hugh Duncan are
beautiful people who have been loyal
dream group members since I started
the group following a series of
workshops. We asked Joan to read it
to us. She wasn't sure she could get
through it, and she was right-she
had to have Hugh finish for her. It is
still a very deeply moving "dream"
for her. It was a powerful experience
for the whole group.
Thank you for the work you do
to honor dreaming. I especially like
the interactive "Responses" section.
RobertGangloff,Asheville, N.C.
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1ldreamthat I am on a hillsiderakingleaves.It is Autumn and windy but not cold. Belowme is
a house. I think lam in someplacelike Scotlandbecausethe house seems to havea thatchedroof
and be madeoffield stone more than wood.It alsolooksvery ancient. Thereis nothing but rolling hills around me and barrenland. I see no otherhomesand I am completelyalone. Frombehind me is a rumbling sound. The skies seem to darkenover slightly now and I see on the hill a
great woman walking with a cane. She is dressedin blackfrom head tofoot and wearsa large
Aister (Aistwerth)

by Rebecca Frost
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medallionof the sun as a necklace.She is striking to lookat as she walks down the hill. As she
marchespast me on this hill towardsthe house,I see behindher thousandsof small stones rolling and tumbling, almost creatinga path in their precision.Theyfollow her towardsthe house
also,always remainingneatly behindher.I follow the processionand enter the house.
It is one largestone roomwith earthenfloors. I know this woman to be the blackwitch.
She stands in front of me behinda largeold woodentable.I know her name is Aister
(Aistwerth);I know this name well. As I stand beforeher,my clothesarepure white.
_
I appearto be the white witch. __
The stones roll in betweenus now and they turn into small human beings. Very tiny imagesof
people,aliveand watchingher and me intently, as they move about the room.I lookat her dark
eyes with a strong gaze and I find myself transportedto a winter place.

'JNfow, I am on a street in a city in our erawith a man who is carryinga small babyin front of
me. He is apparentlymy husbandand the babyis my child. I am in a wheelchairand struggling
somewhatto keep up with him and the child. It is snowing outsideand late afternoon,perhaps
around4 p.m. in my mind. I sense that my kneesaredamagedor weak in someway. I am having troublecatchingup to the man and child. I tell them to go on aheadand that I'll get there
shortly. Getting along the sidewalkis difficult with snow about me but I manageto get to my
destination.Now I enter the samebuilding as the man and baby,shortly after them and catch
sight of them crossinga great hall. I must go acrossit to the elevatorsand then up to the 4th
floor. I try to use one of my feet to see how bad theselegs are.I noticethat strength is coming
backto them and it begins tofeel like I can walk. I remainin the wheelchairuntil I get into a
small corridornear the elevator,get out of the wheelchairand go up to the 4th floor. The elevator
is old and has brassor gold trim on it (very polished).Once I am on the 4th floor, I see the man
(my husband)and take the babyfrom him. Thereare two nurses hereon thisfloor and a doctor.
It appearsto be somesort of treatmentcenter. The doctorcomesto see me with the baby.He is
very certainthat things will be alright. He examinesthe babycarefullywhile I hold it. The baby
seemsto have somethingwrong with it and is in needof somesort of treatmentlike radiationor
anothertype of treatment. The nurse comesand takesthe babyfrom me now and goes into a
roomwith it. While they areaway, I noticemagazineson a coffeetable(Time - with aformer
presidentof U.S. Nixon on thefront and an Americanflag or red/whiteand blue on thefront
cover).My husbandchats with the receptionist/nursewhile I lookabout. He seems to be sort of
flirting with her.He is young, handsomewith darkshort hair and perhapsLatin lookingand
well dressed.I seefiles on the right side of the receptionstation. They are up on a shelfabovethe
coatcloset. At this moment the doctorcomesand placesa thickerfile with thefile for the baby.
I lookat the names. The name is penciledin and says "Bradley"on thefile. It alsohas another
namewritten to the backof thefile that is possiblyPolish,which beginswith a "W" or
"Wein_." I wonderfor a moment if this is the name of the babyor perhapsmy last name in
this life. I do not recognizeit. Then I call the nurse and tell her that she has the wrongfile. She
tells me that she knows it is the wrongfile and alreadytold the doctorand calledfor the newfile
12 DreamNetwork/Vol11 No.3

to be brought upfrom records.I am relieved.I go near thefront deskand see that thereis a
puzzle that is unfinished there.One nurse picks up a largedrawing that someonein the office
has done that was drawnfrom the picture on the puzzle. She tells us, "Look what so and so has
done, isn't it good?" I lookat it and smile as I pick up a pieceof puzzle and attempt to placeit.
This is whereI realizethat none of the puzzle pieceswill fit. It is like someonecombinedtwo
puzzles together.Also the puzzle seems to be an oil painting of a dark barn and rollinghills.
I know this placeand have a sort of dejavu feeling when I lookat the picture.
Now I hear the babycryingfrom the room.I alsohear the sound of a machinehumming.
The nurse tells me that it's alright, the babywill befine and will be out shortly.
I see my husband now climb on top of the counterand do a roll over the puzzle. I am thinking
that he is clearlyinsane to do this publicly in a doctor's officebut othersin the roomseem to
think that it is amusing. I walk around the otherside of the receptionagain near the coatcloset
and the nurse comesto me with the baby.She tells me the child must comebackfor another
appointment.I see the nurse (Ms. B) smiles at me and I noticeshe wearsa smallerversionof a
medallionthe sameas the blackwitch. I am holding the baby who is squirming in my arms.
I feel thereis heat comingfrom the babyand it is uncomfortableand upset. The baby is wrapped
in a white blanketand I departfeeling my knees weakeningagain. Ifind myself in the hallway,
in the wheelchair,unableto push the chairand hold the babyat the same time.
The husbandis nowhereto befound and I am struggling to get to the elevators.

JIdrift backnow to the stone housecompletely.The blackwitch stands beforeme. We arestill
lockedin a staring match. I am holding the baby.It appearshealthy now and seems to have been
transportedbackthroughtime with me. It is blondehairedand I senseit to be a boy. The
woman (Aister) looksupon us now with intensity. She lowersher caneand begins to leavemy
home walking towardsme. I sense she is my oldersister,very powerfuland olderthan time
itself She hasgiven me this childor at leastallowedthis child to transportthroughtime with me.
The small peoplebecomestone onceagainand I watch them roll away out the door
like a thunderousavalanche.She nearsme and I see her medallionis madeof silver or pewter
and is large.Thereis a face in the middleof the swirls of sunrays. Her dark eyes lookright
throughme and Ifeel the powerin her. The babyis calm and sleepingin my arms. She looksat it
and then turns and leaves.I sensepossessionof this child. She leavesand Ifind myself
all alonein this placeon a hillsidefar from anyone with the baby in my arms.
I get thefeeling in my mind while walking backup the hill, that I had oncegreat powerand that
power was restrictedfor some reasonand now it has gone throughcenturiesof sleep
(hard to explain - like a million lifetimes) only to be awakenedby this episode.
I sensea resurfacingof my poweras if it had beendormant and is now awakening.
I seefor miles now around me and the sun peaksin and out of cloudson the hillsides.
It shines on the baby'sface and on me while the winds blowaround us.
I am designatedprotectorof this child in a placewhereno one willfind him.
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have a dream: that we will bring
back the arts of dream healing and
build new dream temples .
Every dreamer has a personal physician available who will make house
calls at any hour, prefers to heal without surgery or pharmaceutical s, and
does not charge a penny. We would
spend a lot less time and energy on
visits to doctors' offices, clinics and
medications if we only listened to our
personal dream doctors.
Every night, if we pay attention, we
find that our dreams are giving us an
impeccable readout on our physical,
emotional and spiritual health . Our
dream s are constantly showing us
what we need in order to stay well.
Our dreams rehearse us for possible
health problems long before we develop physical symptoms. If we are
willing to listen to these prodromic
dreams and take appropriate action,
we may be able to avoid manifesting
those physical symptoms of disease.
When treatment is required, our
dreams advise us on where to go and
where not to go, for help .
Dreams also show us the hidden
causes of illness, taking us into realms
that are only grudgingly acknowl edged (when acknowledged at all) by
mainstream medicine and psychol-
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ogy. They show us how we may have
lost vital energy, pieces of soul,
through pain or abuse or negative
behavior, and how we can get it back.
They show us where we may have
suffered psychic intrusion, or be burdened by negative attachments that
are stealing our energy and clarity .
They direct us to establish healthy
boundaries between ourselves and
other people, including the departed.
The power of imagery to remold
our physical bodies in the direction
of health is now widely accepted. Our
bodies do not seem to differentiate
between mental, emotional and
physical events providing the events
engage our full belief and vigor. Just
as we can make ourselves ill by
dwelling on stress and fearful images, we can use healing imagery to
make ourselves well. Dreams are the
best source of this healing imagery,
which emerges fresh, spontaneous
and personal from our night journeys .
Beyond all this, in big dreams, we
may benefit from spontaneous healing. Sometimes this comes as the gift
of a dream guide who appears in the
midst of a desperate crisis, when we
are finally willing to ask for help and
have opened a space within ourselves

where the healing power can oper ate. A man who was battling cancer
asked his dreams for help and had a
vivid encounter with a wild Pictish
ancestor whose body was covered
with tattoos . The dream guide indi cated he should pay close attention
to the patterns etched on the skin. As
the dreamer studied the tattoos, he
realized the message was about
something more important than ancient body-piercing . He was being
encouraged to redesign the energy
template of his body, his second
'skin.' Inside the dream, he felt his
physical body responding to the new
patterns . Afterwards, in waking life,
he noted a dramatic improvement in
his condition.
Dreams give us health messages
not only for our own benefit, but for
that of others. Working with dream
messages for others requires care and
tact. For example: a woman dreamer
in one of my circles reported a dream
in which her brother-in-law had died
of cancer. I asked her to go back inside the dream to get more information. Was there any indication of the
possible date of the dreamed event?
She re-entered the dream, with the
help of shamanic drumming, and
noticed that her nephews looked

about six years older in the dream
than in waking life. This suggested
we might have a good deal of lead
time to work with . We agreed she
w ou Id talk to her sister discreetly and
urge her to get her husband to go in
for a check -up.
The connection between dreams
and healing is primal and vital, and
it is all about soul. Traditional Iroquois say that dreams reveal the 'secret wishes of the soul.' If we fail to
pay heed to these wishes, we lose a
part of our vital energy and become
prey to disease and misfortune.
Happily, it is no longer taboo to
talk about 'soul' in modern society.
Yet we are still a long stretch, as a society, from recovering the arts of
dream healing that reflect the understanding that dreams are both experiences and wishes of the soul.
We need to learn from those supposedly ' rational' Greeks, who gave
us the Hippocratic Oath that is still
the pledge of our medical profession.
In its original version, the Hippocratic Oath is a vow to the gods: "I
swear by Apollo Physician, and
Asklepio s and Hygeia and Panacea
and all the gods and goddesses." In
the modern version, the god-names
are omitted, but perhapsAsklepios is
still there, waiting in the wings. His
symbol, the serpent -entwined staff
(though much confused with the caduc eus of H ermes) is on the side of
almost every ambulance and on the
door of clinics and hejalth insurers.
Who is Asklepios? Above all, he
is the patron of dream healing. In the
ancient world, pilgrims journeyed to
his dre am temples in the hope that
hPaling and guidance would come to
them through a direct encounter with
the sacred powers that speak and act
through dreams.
The legends of Asklepios are fragmentary and contradictory; we have
to dream our way to their beating
heart. He is born of the encounter
between a god (Apollo) and a mortal
(Coronis). His life is threatened in
infancy; he is sheltered by animals
and shepherds . He learns the arts of
healing from a being who lives deep
in the realm of the animal powers,

Chiron the centaur, archetype of the
wounded healer. He heals in the way
of a shaman, bringing back lost souls.
He is so successful at reviving the
dead, snatching their souls from the
kingdom of Death himself, that the
top god intervenes to restore the balance of things. But after blasting
Asklepios with his thunderbolt, Zeus
relents and raises him to walk among
the stars as an immortal. You can see
Asklepios in the night sky in the constellation of Ophiuchus, the SerpentHolder, grasping a huge snake in his
two fists.

"Who is Asklepios?
Above all, he is the
patron of dream
healing. In the ancient
world, pilgrims journeyed

tohis dream temples in
the hope that healing and
guidance would come to
th·em through a dired encounter with the sacred
powers that speak and
ad through dreams."
He was famed for his ' kindne ss
and love of men.' [1) The tale of a
spiritual healer who died and rose
again was so intensely popular in the
ancient world that perhaps it is not
surprising that early Church apolo gists like Justin Martyr compared the
Jesus story to that of Asklepios. [2) In
its heyday, the cult of Asklepios was
observed at more than 400 sanctuar ies. Like the Eleusinian Mysteries, it
commanded the hopes and imagina -

tions of the Hellenic world for more
than a millennium. This suggests that
the temples of dream healing produ ced results . Votive offerings commended the god for the recovery of
sight or sexual potency, or the use of
a limb, as well as deeper healings.
I have felt a personal connection
with Asklepios and his family since
childhood dreams carried me into
scenes of healing and initiation in the
landscapes where he was reverenced.
I sometimes place a modern Greek
sculpture of Asklepios, with his snake
mascot coiled around one arm, holding a cup and staff, at the center of
my dream circles. If I had any doubt
about the relevance of the Asklepian
way in modern North America, it was
resolved by a vision, during a healing circle, in which I saw Asklepios
shapeshift into the form of the Bear,
the great medicine animal of this continent.
Like all successful going concerns,
the ancient cult of Asklepios no doubt
spawned its users and abusers. In one
of his comedies, Aristophanies depicts crooked Asklepian priests stealing the offerings and impersonating
the god to create manufactured visions.
But if we go back to the heart of
the practice, the core techniques of
Asklepian dream healing are deeply,
I would say urg ently, relevant to us
today.
You go to the dream temple to ask
for a dream, a big dream that may in
itself be the healing . There is a price
for admission. You must leave behind
your familiar habits and mindsets.
You must be cleansed and purified.
You must offer sacrifice. Above all,
you must produce the dream of invitation. You get to spend the night in
the abaton, the sacred dormitory of
the god, only after you have satisfied
his servants that you have been called
by a specific dream . You will remember to ask for help, and to ask in the
right way. This is not necessarily
about fixing your physical symptom s. It is about putting body and
soul toge ther, and getting in touch
with the sacred powers that support
your life and the spiritual purpose
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that should inform it. You will be required to brave up to your fears; for
a start, you will be sleeping among
the yellowish-white snakes of the
sanctuary, perfectly harmless, but
creepy for those of us who are uncomfortable around snakes. You will
need to understand that the dream
healer may come in many forms: as
god or goddess, as radiant child, as a
dog that slobbers on you or a serpent
that wraps itself around you.
The encounter may come in the
twilight zone between sleep and
waking, as it came for Aelius Aristides: "I seemed almost to touch him
and to be halfway between sleep and
waking and to have tensed my ears
to listen, sometimes as in a dream,
sometimes as in a waking vision, and
my hair was standing on end." [3)
Notice that for the countrymen of
Socrates and Aristotle and Galen, this
is not some New Age 'alternative'
medicine; this is mainstream stuff.
We need it back, adapted to our circumstances, not in order to scrap the
tools of allopathic medicine, but to
use them more wisely and to touch
the parts they cannot reach.
The core techniques of Asklepian
dream healing are these:

Spiritual cleansing.
This involves not only cleansing
baths and attention to diet and behavior, but a willingness to change our
mindset and leave behind old habits
and attachments.

Making a sacred space.
The inscription over the gatehouse of
the Asklepion at Epidaurus reads:
"Pure must be he who enters the fragrant temple. Purity means to think
nothing but holy thoughts." This is
about opening a space within ourselves that the healing power can fill;
a space, perhaps, for returning soul.
Asking for help. When we go to our
dreams for healing or guidance, we
are approaching a source that is infinitely wiser than our everyday mind.
If we ask for help from a higher
power, it is important to learn to ask
in the right way. Aelius Aristides, a

famous orator who lived for several
years at the dream temple at
Pergamum, has left us a personal invocation of Asklepios that is a model
of the right way to ask for help: "You
in your kindness and love of humans
relieve me of my disease and grant
me the measure of health the body
requires to serve the purposes of the
soul." [41

"You go
temple

fo the dream

toask

for a dream,

a big dream that ma4 in
itself be the healing.
There is a price for admission. You must leave
behind 4our familiar habits and mindsets."

Working
with the Animal Powers.
Asklepios travels with a dog and frequently manifests in the shape of a
snake. In our spontaneous dreams,
animals often bring us health advisories and an opening to healing. If
the bear is mad at me in my dreams,
I give serious thought to my health.
If an animal to which you feel connected is injured or undernourished,
ask yourself what you might need to
do to recover your animal spirits and
follow the natural path of your energies. Be open to an animal appearing
as guide to a place of deep healing.
Shamanic peoples say that if you are
not in touch with your power animals, you are not fully alive; something is soul-gone. In the dream
temple, our animal spirits come back.

Dream journeys.
A dream of invitation gets you inside
the sanctuar . Now ou learn to
(Continued on paige46)
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he placebo effect and spontane:us remissi~n are
two of the most powerful yet discounted healing phenomena known in the healing arts and sciences. Such
healing occurs with any or all illnesses, yet nothing, no
treatment or substance, has been administered that can
account for it. In studies of new treatments, as a control,
the placebo consistently brings about symptomatic remissions 30% to 50% of the time. If a test drug performs
in the 60% range (as many, if not most, do), the placebo
was also at work in the test group and accounts for at
least half or more of the effectiveness of the test treatment. The proponent of the treatment generally prefers
to claim it to be the entire 60% effective. The half or more
that is accountable by the placebo effect is ignored and
illusions created about the drug's effectiveness.
The placebo effect and spontaneous remission are
consciousness events, and more specifically events in
which consciousness and matter interact to naturally
change or transform diseased structures into healing process or flow. At the level of reality at which this event
takes place, it is not even an interaction, it is a reality in
which consciousness-matter, or as it is more popularly
known, mind-body, are not different but are "stuff," not
committed to either condition, yet the potential of both.
It is, in other words, a level of quantum reality. (Quantum theory describes the state of reality in which something, for example light, simultaneously displays the
properties of being both matter and pure energy waveform.) Here, sudden shifts of state, quantum shifts, instantaneously occur, all is interconnected and uncertainty
reigns. We too exist on this level, part of this natural process, influencing it and being influenced by it at subtle
levels where outer structure is only a passing reflection
of this continuing deep inner evolution.
Dreams are our personal experience of REM con-

sciousness and very much embody the quantum reality
described above. There are a number of interesting facts
that have come to light from scientific studies of REM
that suggest it is probably the mechanism or consciousness-state which underlies the healing power of the placebo. There are clues from these studies that suggest that
REM-Consciousness may also help in forming the roots
of our diseases.

The Chaos-REM Process of Natural Healing
The CRP (Chaos-REM or Consciousness Restructuring Process of Natural Healing) is a healing process that
resembles the placebo effect. Studying its mechanisms
has led to understanding how placebos may operate. This
process (CRP) uses imaginative sensory imagery in wakened REM State to follow a dream symbol or action to its
root consciousness structure. This structure, stored deep
in the subconscious, is a primal, existential, sensory selfimage and it defines personal reality both inner and outer.
It is a personal existential hologram that underlies perceptions of self and world. It is imprinted on the brain as
neural firing patterns which, as suggested by Karl
Pribrim, create the interference wave pattern of this selfhologram. Our disease structures are incorporated within
it. Reaching this root image and activating it while in REM
draws it into implicate or chaotic consciousness field, and
at this pre-quantum level of reality, it dissolves. A quantum shift occurs and from free or unstructured chaotic
consciousness a new, more easeful image forms and becomes a transformed existential hologram except minus
the disease structure. The shift is deeply felt on sensory
and pre-sensory levels. One model of how the brain operates is that any action or behavior is first imaged in the
brain, e.g. to tum this page one first creates an image of
doing so and the hand then conforms to the image.
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cist Amit Goswami believes all structure in the Universe
The healed image is externalized in this way.
is based in consciousness.) This mechanism continues
Access to the consciousness dynamics (hologram)
after birth, except also incorporates the post natal .life
that underlie our self and diseases is best accomplished
in the Consciousne ss State associated with their forma- experiences of the individual.
All the above affects
tion. In the CRP, we have
found that this requires
both biology and mind.
REM is associated with
working in wakened REM
womb experience such as
consciousness.
We have
"The placebo effect and
the generation and developalso found that the basis of
ment of the nervous system
many disease structures is
spontaneous
Pemission
and tissue-cells. Nervous
in consciousness structures
formed while still a fetus .
system and personality deaPe consciousness
events,
velopments are very suscepREM Consciousness
tible to mood and experiand moPe specifically,
in Disease
ence. These are matters with
which depth psychiatry and
and Healing
events in
psychology deal. Tissue and
How REM helps form
cell formation and functiondisease at fetal levels is imconsciousness
and matf ep
ing are also associated with
plied in the work and find mood and experiences. Dr.
ings of several scientists
intepacf to nafupally
change
Carl Simonton demonstratstudying REM. Dr. Allan
ed this in relation to the deHob 'ion, a noted sleep and
OP transfoPm
diseased
velopment of cancer and its
dr (',1111researcher at Har remission. For example,
vard Medical School, states
structures
into healing
m::ny cancers develop withthat, "REM may stimulate
in two years of a major loss
immature brains while
such as death of a relative or
flow."
process
or>
they're in utero ." Dr. Mark
loss of one's career through
Manhowald of the Minne retirement. He also identisota Regional Sleep Disor fied a psychological profile based on childhood experider Center states that: "The fetus is in REM consciousences that is associated with cancer. He found that reness during most of its term in utero. Because the new
mission of cancer was very much facilitated by visual
baby's bra in begins development with only the basics,
imagery combined with other informational and theralike a new computer, the life process, [REM], programs
peutic psychological techniques. Norman Cousins demthe brain with capabilities in each developmental stage
onstrated that healing was induced through laughter,
and continues doing so after birth." Dr. Stanley Krippner
peace of mind and positive attitude.
and Dr. Montague Ullman, in their work at Maimonides
Dream Laboratory, demonstrated that REM consciousThe Role of Chaos
ness is a psi -conductive state. They demonstrated that
in Natural Healing Process
two people in R.E.M could share common dream experiWe know from chaos theory that any complex sysences, even when separated by walls and space. All this
tem
is very much influenced by minor perturbations or
suggests that a fetus in REM shares its parent's dream
differences
in its initial conditions. This is known as the
states and is programmed by them.
"butterfly
effect."
The human organism is certainly a very
Dreams are known to be necessary for dealing with
waking traumas and events. Through REM sharing a complex system and so very much influenced in its forfetus is therefore exposed to the past and present trau- mation by influences in its earliest developmental conmas and experiences affecting its parents' lives. In this ditions. Early conditions of REM consciousness in the
womb greatly influence our future physiology and perway programming the fetal development is determined
by both parents, and the events in their lives that requires sonality. We suggest that the potential for our future illdream (REM) processing. This is in addition to physi- nesses is programmed into our consciousness structure
and also our neurological and tissue structures during
ological conditioning through the chemical environment
created in the womb by the mother's personal life choices. these sensitive initial conditions. It is incorporated into
Through REM, the fetus taps not only into co-conscious- the personal existential hologram defining reality. We litness with the parents, but also into the collective con- erally project this hologram into outer reality creating the
somatic and psychic presentations inherent in it. Returnsciousness of the species. These experiences are imprinted
into the neural network and developing cells of the fetus ing to these consciousness structures in the REM state in
and form the basis of its existential self-hologram. (Physi- which they were formed allows restructuring of this ho-

which
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logram. We suggest this restructuring occurs in REM
sleep, for example, when a placebo has been administered and expectations for its effectiveness are held. This
is also the consciousness-state required for the profound
self-healing observed in the CRP Journeys.
Further validation of the healing powers of REM
comes from dream deprivation studies which show that
the mind, the nervous system and eventually the body
and physiology deteriorate when the organism is deprived of REM sleep. Also, it has long been an observation in medical therapy that sleep is regenerative, and
that people recovering from illness or surgery need more
_sleep and thus REM than usual.
Studies in neuro-feedback addressing the interface
of chaos with the brain and its role in the brain's functioning also provide validation. Although measurements
of brain waves result in their division and categorization
into certain frequencies or states such as the alpha state,
the delta state, etc., and this appears ordered, such is not
really the case. The frequencies of the brain waves vary
randomly within a given state. The distance between
pl•c1his highly variable and disordered around the average. When these varied frequencies are used to program
a fractal (the mathematics describing chaos theory) it
becomes possible to measure the degree of chaos or complexity in the brain's functioning. These degrees of complexity are known as dimensions and the higher the dimensionality, the more complex or chaotic the neural firing patterns.
Lower dimensionality is associated with such dysfunction of the brain as epilepsy, comas and strokes. Similarly, dysfunction such as obsessive compulsive behavior may be associated with linearity or lower dimensionality. On the other hand, high dimensionality is associated with healthy brain functioning. Chaos theory itself
implies that the more complex a system is, the more selfcorrecting it is. This is because disruption to a linear system will throw the whole system off, but only affects a
portion of a complex system, which soon adjusts to "fill
in the gap." In a way this is the reverse of the butterfly
effect and operates in the complex system once past its
initial conditions. It emphasizes the need to deal with
illness at formative levels, i.e. at the organism's initial
conditions. However, the important data to note here is
that the highest level of dimensionality, complexity or
chaos measured in the brain, a dimensionality of nine,
occurs only in REM consciousness.

The Chemistry of Natural Healing
Changing the neural firing patterns (hologram) of the
brain through the aforementioned REM-chaos process
affects the body's chemistry and the existential perceptions of the entire organism. Since the brain is known to
operate holographically, change to any part affects the
whole. Chemistry is modified through the pineal and
pituitary glands, parts of the brain itself. These glands
affect the release of neural transmitters which control

mood, and the hormonal chemicals which control ho w
our various organs function throughout the body. Messages sent to and received by the brain throughout the
entire nervous system are also affected. Fundamental
perceptions of self and reality change . Outer soon follows inner . Somatic and personality presentation changes .
In CRP Journeys, we infer that this chaotic, impli cate or complex (REM-Chaos) consciousness is the state
in which the healing chemical transformations are initiated by changes in the primal existential hologram. This
model suggests a similar process for placebos.

Implications of REM-Chaos
Natural Healing Process
These clues all imply the mechanism through which
dreams, placebos and the CRP do their healing and regenerative work. Chaos is always associated with change
but is usually seen as its aftereffect. Chaos is actually the
mechanism of the change itself. REM-Chaos conscious ness is the most chaotic or complex state of dynamics in
the brain. It is the state that most supports its self-correc tion (the homeosta sis effect) and the natural transfo rma tion of any organism to healthy flow. It is the stat e that
supports profound self-healing.
This information also impli es a major change in the
way we can view illness and healing. Seen from a consciousness viewpoint and consistent with the new phys ics of quantum , holographic and chaos theories, illness
and wellness are more a matter of ba sic consciou sness
structure than mere chemi stry. Chemical changes are an
effect rather than a cau se, an associated phenomenon .
We can no longer view illness as merely the inva sion of
the body by carcinogens or germ s and viru ses and healing as the mechanistic or chemical correction of these
conditions. Natural healing happen s at quantum -impli cate levels of reality. Accessing it through the REM-Chao s
State brings about subsequent changes in brain chemi stry and may be the mechanism s by which placebos heal.
The CRP is an awakened means of doing this in REMChaos consciousness. a-:z~

Suggested Readingsand Sources:
The Hologx:apbicJ..!nm:rse
: by Michael Talbot.
Implicate Order· by David Bohm.
The SelfAware Universe: by Amit Goswami.
TheJournalofMind Technology:Using Chaosto ControlBrainwaves,
by Michael S. Heffernan.
Dr.earnTelepathyExperiments in Nocturnal ESP: by Montague
Ullman and Stanley Krippner.
Chaai The Making of a New Science : by James Gleick.
Getting Wen Again: by Carl and Stephanie Simonton. PBSspecial on Dreams How PlacebosHeal:by Graywolf Swinney,Dream
NetworkJournal.
The Changing Healing Paradigm: by Graywolf Swinney, Dream
NetworkJournal.
RememberingREM: By GraywolfSwinney, Publication pending,
available from author.
Clinical Chaos. edited by Chamberlain and Butz

Graywolf Swinney lives at Aesculapia Wilderness Retreat in South ern Oregon and offers work
and training in the CRP there . He can be reached at : P.O. Box 301, Wilderville OR 97543. Phone:
(541) 476-0492. E-mail: asklepia@budget.net.
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AnExpePimenf
in Self-Knowledge
by Gudrun Weber

Whether we know it or not, the past is always
with us, seeking to catch up, asking to be let into our
lives to make us whole and wholly present. Years before
I had developed any interest in dreamwork as a path to
self-knowledge and wholeness, the un-integrated past
quite literally knocked at my dream-door one night with
a dream so vivid it is still fresh in my mind. I called it ....

"The Presence of the Past''
I am sitting in an outdoorcafein Italy
enjoying the warmth of the sun when a twodimensional,featurelessgrayish shadow-person
approachesme and asks if "it" couldjoin me. Ifeel
uneasybut sorryfor this creatureand say yes. Though
I recallno part of the conversationI do recallthat as we
talk the shadow-personslowly starts tofill out. My
uneaseincreasesand I hurry home,awareof being
followed.As I pull the entry doorto my house shut, I
feel resistance.Shadowhas beencaught halfway
betweeninside and outside and pleadswith me in a
tearfulvoiceto let it in. Overcomingmy initialfear
and giving in to the compassion,Ifeel for this pitiful
creature.I open the doorand Shadowenters.
Since then, I have met Shadow in many guises and
dreams have become a growing source of healing,
wonder and deepening mystery for me. This inner
journey began seven years ago and loosened the grip of
an outdated guiding myth. In the struggle to lead an
authentic life, in the slow process of integrating what
had been disowned, a feeling of wholeness emerged as
the shackles of the past began to fall off.
When I read C. G. Jung's famous words about
enlightenment arising out of "making the darkness
conscious," I had no idea what I was getting into!
Holding the tension between inner and outer conflicts
arising out of the new awareness of shadow issues proved
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more difficult than anticipated; the first year of
dreamwork was replete with themes of nakedness, death,
ice and snow, earthquakes and the like. In autumn of 1992
I dreamt:

A war is ragingand as I spy on brutal enemy
soldiers,I get caught. Unsuccessfully,I try to avoid
torture.They beatme with sticks and use otherhorrible
methodsof torturebut I keepmy dignity and don't
flinch; eventually they leaveme alone.I noticea
woman whosehousehas beenwiped out by a tornado.
She sits whereit oncestood,frozen and immobile.
I raisemy hands in praiseand prayerbecauseshe
survived the disaster.The brutes who releasedme
notice this and begin to beat me again. Womenand
childrenarehurt. I startfighting back,no longer
concernedthat I am outnumbered.In a strangeway,
they cannot touch me, becauseI am not in my body.
This dream, disturbing as it was with the memories
that came in its wake, also gave me a sense of courage
and integrity. And it brought home how easily I escape
into my head while the body pays the price. Rationally I
always knew well that certain experiences centering
around the end of the Second World War had been
painful... but the extent to which they had shaped my
life yet escaped me. It certainly is "not over till it's over!"
The following dream from the spring of 1993 was
meaningful from a personal as well as a collective
viewpoint, reminding me that each individual struggle
for wholeness does not take place in isolation but is part
of a larger unfolding story. And it spoke to me of the need
to get out of my head, to die to the old ego shaped by
patriarchal values.

An epicbattle is taking placeand prototype
monstersareattacking.I seeone comingfrom below
and take a polewhich I pokeseveraltimes into its head

and eyes,becausethis is wherethe monster is
vulnerable.Now the group I am with is told by the
Elderaboutdeath, that we must go to the earth and be
reborn.I want to know if we'll rememberour heritage.
I lookup and seea nakeddivine woman in space.In
her huge belly she carriesand protectsthe new set of
seeds.I woke up hearingclearly:
"Do you know that thereare two GreatMothers?
The one you saw which is of the
first Triadand Divine Woman."

I felt heartened by this dream; the image of the
Divine Woman was uplifting and suited my deep
yearning for light-the light I was striving for all the
time. It's funny how all the
written wisdom sinks in
only skin-deep unless it's
corroborated by living experience. I knew of the axiom that on each tum of the
spiral we meet ourselves,
knew of the Delphic oracle
about the need for selfknowledge. This, I thought,
I was acquiring through
dreams and studies. What I
did not know was that it is
not enough to know! I had
to learn to feel and then let
go of the woundedness
associated with that feeling.
So the dark dreams kept
coming:

I'm in an underground
publicgarage.Frombehind
a railing-like barrier,I
watch a young woman
friend wrestlewith a
wraith which has appeared
out of a hole in a dark corner.Outside, her husband
and childrenarewaitingfor her return. I had
attemptedto persuade
her not to becomeinvolvedbecause-from my own
experience- I knew that this battle couldnot be won.
In vain. Now I watch in horror,crying out that this
apparitioncannotbe caught with barehands,
when beforemy eyes she disappears.
In her placea glass cageappears.
In it lies a doll which I know to be her.
I had yet to gain sufficient insight into the
nature of the wraiths I was facing but knew that before
.,Innana and Esreshkigal" Collage by Gudrun Weber

healing could occur the relationship to my inner
masculine had to be clarified, for in the same night I
had another dream:

A female doctorI admireis working with a group of
which I am a member.I am helping in a healing
session. Throughthe doctorI meet a most beautiful
young man with a crippling,fataldisease. He is like a
saint, giving of himself to comfortothers.Thousands
comedaily to touch him and be touchedin return. I
embracehim and a burning love awakensin me. It
transcendsthe physicaland is very painful. I am
shown a number of other men in whom the same
diseasehas alreadyprogressed;
a horriblesight of
terriblesuffering.
The dream language could
hardly have been more explicit this night, telling me
in no uncertain terms to get
to work on the relationship
to my inner masculine or
run the risk of turning into a
'doll,' a woman without
power, unfree and without a
life of her own. Challenged
to examine what underlying
patterns were at the root of
my problem, I thought if I
just read enough about
dreamwork and apply the
insight to my own work with
dreams I would gradually
learn to live more consciously, strengthen the
animus and find my voice.
But the fundamental change
called for proved to be far
more difficult than anticipated for it involved a redefinition of myself and my
relationships to those I cared about deeply. In the
middle of this struggle in early 1994 I was badly shaken
by an archetypal dream filled with a tremendous
amount of energy. I gave it the title

"lnnana and Ereshkigal."
I am in a bridge-likeplacebetweentwo
residentialhouses.A magicianand a woman arewith
me and I agreeto enter the house on the right. When
askedto embracesomethingdark,deathlike,and
repulsive... I panic. I am told to have compassionbut
the spectors are toohorribleto embrace,I just cannot
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do it; it is toopai.nful.Demonsstart to attackme and
I am travelingwith a womancarryingan invisible
try to tear me apartwhen suddenly a larger-than-life snakewhich will awakenwhen an earthquakestrikes.
femalefigure of light surroundedby a radiating
We are touring a country with a mixed Europeanand
mandalaappearsto protect me and savesmy life.
Americanculture and haveentereda revivalchurch,
Immediatelyanotlzerfemalefigure of the samegigantic
when the third in a seriesof quakes,strikes. We rush
size materializesnext to her on the left. I am warned
outsidewherethe snakeawakensand takesform. I am
not toface her,but out of the cornerof my ei;eI see that scaredstifffor it is huge, largerthan any snakeI know
this one is black,dangerousand devouring,radiating
of with aflat headlike that of a cobra.My friend
utter darkness.A skeletalcoupledrapedin ragsappears encouragesme to touchit and when I dareand feel the
from out of the darknessreachingoutfor their child in
lovelysmooth skin and realizethe snake'sfemininity;
a gestureof tenderness,askingwithout wordsfor
she is affectionateandfilled with magicalpower.In her
forgiveness.Thereareotheremaciatedfigures asking
presenceallfalsehoodis exposed.As I losemy fear of
me to embracethem. Slowly a shadowcreepsin and the
her,we intertwine and shefills me with her power;it
light diminishes.A woman
feels as if we belong
healerlooksat my hands
togetheron an impersonal,
and asks me if I ever
universallevel.
attemptedsuicide.On the
As I experience it, the
insideof my hands,
po
wer
of dreams leading to
translucentskin coversa
healing
and growth
round areafilled with dark
manifests in stages sim ilar
bloodwhich throbs
to the life-giving process in
painfully.I holdout my
general: conception ,
palms and l tell her I
gestation, birthing and
cannot remember,it hurts
nurturing; it is cyclic in
too much. She tells me to be
nature . For me, it has been
a blessing which healed me
careful,to do guidedbodyalmost completely of severe
work and let it all out.
When I awoke my
palms were still throbbing
painfully . I awoke and knew
that this dream demanded
more work than I had ever
been given to do by any
dream. Having just read the
':'.1:llleri.in myth about the
dc•,,,cen t of the sky-goddess
lnnana into the earth where
she is consequently killed by
her dark sister Ereshkigal-then rescued and reborn-it
was quite clear to me that I, too, was asked to "die" to a
part of myself . Rationally, I knew the darkne ss within
me had to be acknowledged, the pain had to be felt, those
disowned aspects had to be embraced and integrated ...
but deep down I was afraid. I felt the victim yet bitterly
resented that feeling. I was not sure what to do and had
quite forgotten that the dream ad vised me to seek help.
Day after day the dream haunted me until I suddenly
remembered and took its advice literally . I entered bodycentered therapy, a decision that was to change my life
and send me on my way.
Later, in 1994, I dreamt:
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asthma and allergies . A s I
continue working on
shadow issues , I am aware
that while I am learning a
lot about myself , the
lessons go much deeper . By
"making the darkness
conscious" for myself, I am
becoming less judgmental
and more compassionate,
opening my heart and
deepening my insights into love and the nature of
relationships .
The seeds of creation lie in the un-manifest, which is
said to be true on the cosmic scale ... but applies to the
individual as well. From the point of view of waking
consciousness, the dream world is the world of the unmanifest seeded with potential that we, as dreamers, are
asked to translate creatively into living expression and
manifest on the plane of physical existence.
Then the healing power of dreams touches not just
the individual but contributes to the healing proces s of
the whole.~
Gudrun can be contactedby emailingGudiWeb@aol
.com
"'Snake Power Rising" Collage by Gudrun Weber

I dreamof wanderingthroughlargefields. The earth is soft and has beenplanted in rows with
lush lookingcrops,potatoesand otherveggies.... all greenand healthy.The skiesare intense,
blue with fluffy white cloudsand the wind is completelycalm while the sun shinesdown . The
colorsin this dreamare brilliant,to say the least. Thereis an unearthlysilencein this place.
By this I mean thereare no birds or sounds of any kind that can be heard.
Acrossfrom me, afew metersaway, is anotherwoman who lookssimilar to me.
We do not have to speakbut only have to lookat one anotherto know our rolein this place.We
almost mimic eachotherin our pattern of movementand gesturesas we tend the plants around
ourfeet. We understandthat we are caretakersof thefield and that we are to heal living things.
As I lookacrossthe many acres,shadowsfall on the groundfrom abovejust in front of us.
I lookup and seepeoplefloating downfrom the sky.
Thesepeopledo not speakbut producepictureslike photographsof objects
(watches,jewelry, chains,keys, etc.).
Someof the objectsare damagedor bloodcoveredin the photos.
I realizeI am lookingat personalobjectsof injuredpeople.
The peoplefrom the sky aresilently conveyingtheir needfor help.
I run to an old woodenbox at the side of thefield on a woodenledgeand bring backa small box
that is some sort of medickit. The other woman in thefield is alreadydealingwith moresevere
injuriesand I am treatingthosewith less life threateninginjuries. I concentrateon the photos
while the personhold them out and this will producethe imageof the body of that personwhose
personaleffectsarein the photo.
They appear like hologramson the earth of thefield, and I can walk about them and determine
their needs. As 1 tend to them, healingtheir injuries through some sort of connectionor
concentration,eachinjuredpersonbegins tofade.
I feel very empathicwhile this is going on.
The bearerof the photoand the photographitself actuallyfades
as a result of my healingthe injury.
As they begin to vanish, thesepeoplejust becomeclearerand cleareruntil they arelike glass and
I can lookright through them, until thereis not even an outline of their presence.
Eventually eachpersonis healed,then vanishes.
I return the medicalkit to its placeat the side of thefield. Oddly enough, I cannot rememberthe
instruments that I removedfrom the casein orderto assist thesepeople.I know I took two items
out (onemetal lookinginstrument) but cannot rememberusing eitherof them at all.
Ifind myself aloneagain now tending to the soil and the vegetablesin eachrow.
I lookat the otherwoman and she is lookingbackat me onceagain. We do not speakbut only
lookat eachothersilently. Her arms are crossedand she wearsa long dress.I lookdown at
myself and I am dressedsimilarly.I get thefeeling offading now,
becomingtranslucentuntil I find myself awake.
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by Edith Gilmore, Ph.D.

Seven Story Tower

by Jennifer Borcher s

by Curtiss Hoffman
Published by Insight Books:1999 $27.95 US
Order@amazon.com, borders.com or 800.386-5656

Crumbs on His Mouth

I rest in a hospitalbed,getting readyfor surgery on my
heart.A nurse comesin and wants to administeran
anesthetic.I think it is too early,but I can't convince
her.Next, the surgeonand his assistant comeinto the
roomand casuallysit down and chat. I get up andjoin
them. I don't like them. The surgeonis not awarethat a
crumb sticks to his mouth. He can't be a genius. I pray
and ask Jesusto be in the surgeon's mind and hands
when he performsthe surgery on me. Ifeel at peace.
I had episodes of paroxysmal supraventricu lar
tachycardia (PSVT) for forty years, since age thirteen .
PSVT is caused by abnormal cells in the heart that
stimulate the heart to beat faster, up to 180 beats per
minute, for hours at a time. An episode is uncomfortable, scary and unpredictable but, in my case, not
life threatening. My cardiologist prescribed various
medications. They had little positive effect and some
had negative side effects. He told me that catheter
ablation, a fairly new procedure done in the hospital,
can destroy the abnormal cells and end the PSVT. The
drawback is that if the procedure is not successful, the
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While I was reading Ihe...SeYen.Stocy_To.w.e.r_
in
manuscript , I tried to describe its unusual quality to a
friend, who remarked, " It sounds more like an
experience than a book." I agreed, but then felt even
more acutely the difficulty of introducing this beguiling
and involving book. Its form and content are particularly
inextricable.
The author takes his title from the image of a tower
in which the ascending person sees views of increasing
complexity and significance through the windows.
But I was looking for a supplementary
overall
metaphor- -something organic, lush, proliferating,
bizarre, but not ultimately chaotic. I had in mind
Hoffman's remark that we resist letting myth impact our
lives seriously, because this archetypal domain is
threatening. Here, those hidden fears surface which we
would rather not acknowledge, let alone confront-of
befriend.
I've settled for the rather unoriginal comparison of
the reader as traveler. He sets forth, rather vague as to
his goal, on a trek through a territory perhaps larger and
more strange than he had expected. Part jungle, part
cultivated, it plunges him into beauty and horror, danger
and delight.
Fortunately, the apprehensive tourist has Hoffman
at hand as a tranquil, observant interpreter. At each stage
of the journey (seven "key" tales forming the basic
structure of the book) the author has the situation well
in hand. Harking back to the experiences just past, he
explains, supplements, enriches, compares, connects,
reassures, hints and warns. Looping forward in time, he
prepares us for what lies ahead and connects it to what
has occurred.
"Hey, I'm beginning to get it!" says the traveler. For
the result of this complicated interweaving is that
somehow the contours of the country begin to emerge.
Though perhaps they will always be somewhat shifty,
movable, evasive.
More important, the voyager begins to perceive that
though the goal may never be clearly defined-though
the central mystery may remain forever more or less
obscure-the
journey is not only worthwhile, but
essential. Thus the traveler is encouraged and equipped
to proceed, though perhaps hoping he may not have to
cope with still another boar-tusked lady or a severed head
talking as it rolls. Looming against the sky line are three
vast stone shapes, like well-meaning Easter Island
statues: Campbell, Levi-Strauss and Jung. They have
done their best to map the territory. And here perhaps is
a good time to shrink the stone shapes down to humanscholar size and to attempt a more prosaic summing up.
(Cont'd on page 46)
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patient needs a pacemaker. I believe in holistic
medicine, and thought I could not tolerate a foreign
body in my chest. Besides that, pacemakers were for
old and decrepit people . I have a strong belief in
God, and believe that God speaks to us in our dreams,
and looked to my dreams for help. Crumbson his Mouth
was the first dream that addressed this issue .
One member of my dream group said the crumb
on the surgeon's mouth indicated the humanness of
the surgeon, and that he would feel comfortable with
such a surgeon. I, however, wanted a brilliant surgeon.
Another friend believed that the crumb on the
surgeon's mouth indicated that at this time I would
get a "crummy" surgeon . He said in the dream I felt
"it was too soon" and I could take that literally. I
decided not to entrust my heart, and my life, to any
surgeon at that time and continued to search for holistic
help. Episodes of PSVT continued with increasing
frequency and longer duration. One such episode
began one morning at work. I lay down in a dark room
in the medical unit, prayed to well-known healers for
help , and fell asleep . I dreamed .

Carried by the Wind
I am on an errandand decideto run to my destination.I
realizethat this is thefirst time I exert stress on my heart
since I receivedthe pacemaker.Running will test the
pacemaker'sperformance,and alsowill tell me how I feel
when I put stress on my "new" heart. I run with my head
heldforward and advanceslowly. Then I put my head
back,and stick out my chest and stomach.Now I move
forward quickly.A strong wind comesfrom behindme,
gently picks me up and carriesmeforward. I sit on the
wind and am very comfortable.To my left I see a cliff, and
I worry that the wind will dropme over the edge.I see a
man walk betweenme and the edge. I ask him to push me
to the right. He does that and I continue to travelin a
straight line safelyforward. The wind carriesme whereI
want to go and then gently puts me down.

This dream put all my fears and worries about my
decision to rest. The God force carries me forward in
the dream as in life. The six years spent in coming to a
decision to have the ablation were a journey from
thinking/ reasoning to feeling,' intuiting, and becoming
more intimate with the God force. For me, it is
Dr. Overstreet makes me laugh
appropriate
to make decisions based primarily on
Dr. Overstreet,the staff cardiologist,comes into the room.
feelings
and
intuition (leading with the chest and
A gay,multicolored,sca1fis wrappedcrazily aroundhis
belly), and secondarily based on thinking and
head.He behaveslike a clown. He wants to makeme
laugh. I laugh,becausehe is sofunny . And I cry,because reasoning. The dream was also an encouragement not
to lose faith and "fall off a cliff," but to ask for help
I am touchedby his caring.
from doctors, God, or dreams.
From this dream I felt I received the green light to
After three months, I was able to do anything I
go ahead and have the procedure. My fears were
had done before and resumed swimming laps. Nearly
suddenly gone . I accepted Dr. Overstreet as a
two years later, I am completely free from any anxiety
messenger from God and the message was: "It's not
about my heart or the pacemaker and I need not take
as serious as you think . You'll be okay." I then met
any medication. I am barely aware of having it. The
with the surgeon who would do the ablation. I noticed
pacemaker is the healing for which I prayed. I am
with satisfaction that he did not have a crumb stuck to
grateful to my dreams for telling me to wait, and later
his mouth. He had performed one or two ablations
telling me to go ahead. Pacemakers are not just for old
every day for several years and his success rate was
and decrepit people, but for anyone who can have a
99 percent. In the last two years, none of his patients
better life because of them. Dreams and natural healing
needed a pacemaker.
through the natural God force are marvelous; but so
I turned out to be in the one percent of patients
are technical inventions. The trick is to choose between
who had complications. The abnormal cells were right
them at the right time . J!t
on top of the good cells in the AV node and could not
be removed without damaging the good cells. During
the procedure I had heart block, and a pacemaker had Jennifer Borchersis the author of Eilcing_Mys.elf,
Reflectionfrom
to be implanted. It is a state-of-the-art pacemaker, DE11111,...I!asLLiv.es.
_,md.J:!sychic_&ad.ings,
published by the A.R.E.
compact, incredibly sensitive, with a battery that will Press in VirginiaBeachin May 1994. She has participatedin dream
last ten years. Still, can you imagine the shock and the groupssincetheseventies,and was dreamgroupfacilitatorsince1994.
Shehaslecturedon dreamsat the ARE in New Yorkand hasappeared
horror of suddenly having a small computer under on Fox-5 TV's After Breakfastwhere she spokeabout dreamgrou~.
your skin without which you can't live? A few days Pleaseaddress correspondenceto Jennifer Borchers,245 East 35th
l,iil'.r, the following dream occurred.
Street, 9-E, New York,NY 10016 Phone:(212) 963-4436
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By Rob Kuehn

A

short time ago a friend learned of my ongoing education, as a
"Dream Mentor," in the "Co-consciences Natural Healing Process"
(Chaos REM Process). She had been
suffering from a multiplicity of diseases and taking a long list of medications. In the interview before undertaking the dream mentoring process with me, she defined that her
goals were not only to heal and rid
herself of medications, but also to
find out why she created the situation in the first place .
Her disharmonies were many:
she suffered from Fibromyalgia, Bipolar Disorder, High Blood Pressure,
Arthritis and Migraines. Fibromyalgia is a disease about which little is
known. It manifests a variety of
symp toms, and they are different for
each person. Common to all is the
search for any kind of relief possible.
Symptoms can include moderate to
severe lack of energy or a complete
feeling of exhaustion, sleep disturbance (in the Alpha and Delta sleep
states), chronic headaches, irritable
bowel syndrome, urinary frequency,
hypersensitivity
to cold or heat,
numbness or swelling of the hands
or feet. Pain systematically persists in
11 to 18 "tender points" throughout
the body resembling arthritis except
in the musculature rather than the
joints. Many are crippled or disabled
by this illness .
Trauma or severe viral illness is
postulated as the main reasons for
Fibromyalgia. This certainly is true
for my friend. Not only did she experience a frightening childhood, but
as an adult she grieved the loss of a
near family member and a close
friend, both within a short time period. She has very controlling parents
and husband . This left her little or no
room to express herself or her emotions openly. Learning to express any
deep felt emotion, it seemed, would
be a painful experience.

We began Dream Mentoring in
December and during the following
three to four months have journeyed
through 17 dreams together. The first
dream was short but to the point. It
was of Blue and Green crystals spinning around the outside of her body .
She felt the sensations as they circled
her. Even though this appeared innocent, journeying deeper into the experience opened doors and exposed
emotions that pushed her into a deep
depression. This indicated opening
an egress to her bipolar condition
(Manic-depression). The spinning
crystals of the dream also created a
spinning sensation in her head after
the dream was over which played a
major role in her subsequent healing
process.
She spun into her deep dis-ease
structures and beyond into chaos.
Her body wanted to go deeper, to release into the chaos that which held
her back and denied her freedom.
Many times when we journeyed and
dreams were not present, we allowed
the dizziness and spinning of this first
experience to organize into spiraling
sensations leading into a Chaos-REM
journey.
As many of us do, my friend felt
she was emotionally strong and
could handle most aspects of her life.
She was just tired of this Fibro- my algia pain. In our second dream journey, she experienced the image and
sensations of what it would be like
to be an "Old Growth tree." These
represented her belief system: an old
growth tree is thought to be strong,
unbreakable and stable. Deeper into
the beingness of the tree, the truth
became clearer as its strength yielded
to an experience of being pulled into
a very deep black hole with many
tunnels. In these tunnels she experienced cold sensations throughout her
musculature; a deep cold stiffness
similar to her Fibro-myalgia.
On the third Dream Journey, she
experienced becoming a flowing
river that ended in the ocean . The
ocean was thick and she noticed the
warm secure feeling of a cocoon be-

ing wrapped around her. She trusted
this sensation and it soon began to
squeeze her body tightly and then
dissolved . It seemed to me as though
her birthing experience was being
restructured and this was later confirmed when she informed me that
her mother, her self and her son all
had delayed births (ten month preg nancies) . Rather than being delayed
and remaining restrictive, this bi rth
had progressed rapidly.
She called to meet the next day
becau se she was so excited. She told
me it was clear to her now why she
had abused food and that she had lost
12 lbs . during the last couple of
weeks. She had been suffering heartburn daily for the last 3 years and it
was now gone. The lower back pain
she had endured for 14 years was also
gone, no stiffness or muscle pain remained, only free flowing water as
experienced in the journey. She was
now sleeping the whole night and
waking up refreshed. The cocoon that
held her back from life had released
her to move on with it. Depression
still played a big role, but things were
changing and parts of her life just
didn't seem to fit any more. The po sitive kept her going and there was an
internal knowing that she was on the
right path.
During the fourth dream journey,
we continued deeper into the dark.
This time in the dream, the disease
structure revealed itself almost immediately as two waterfalls, one
high, one low. These symbols seemed
to represent her bipolar condition
and she was drawn into the low one
(depression).
She merged with it and eventually shattered like a mirror. When she
came back together there were pieces
that didn't seem to fit, just as parts of
her life didn't fit anymore. The
deeper healing of this dream was initiated by an experience of cold, so
cold it felt like her bones were frozen
and they eventually went numb.
Yielding to the numbness, she evolved to warm, peaceful and easeful
sensations.
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A further form of chaos-restruc turing, like the breaking of the mirror, followed. On the next journey,
she once again encountered a river.
She became it, bouncing off rocks,
going over waterfalls, separating and
then coming back together. This maze
of flowing continued until she became whole as the ocean, very large
and undefined. Again she felt cold as
the water (this appears to be the root
consciousness pattern of her disease
structure) and it soon differentiated
into levels: cold, frost, burning, frozen and finally numbness. Once the
numbness took over she again found
within it warmth, as imaged by the
sun . Calm peaceful feelings came, accompanied by an exuberance, almost,
too much to handle. H the cold rep resented the stiffness of the Fibromyalgia, warmth paved the way to
relaxation. It was a deep sensory restructuring of her primal sensory self
image.
Change s in our perception of self
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and world, change our life experience. This was more than evident as
we worked in the process. She was
changing very quickly now. She noticed the sense of cold deep in her
bones now, but her skin was tingling.
It felt to her to be an internally driven
healing and awakening of her external body.
We began another journey while
she was suffering a headache that
usually within a few days would
have become a migraine. It disappeared and hasn't returned since that
time (migraines were a regular
monthly occurrence). Her thought
process was also changing, becoming
clearer and more fluent, like the flowing water in her dream journeys.
The more dream journeys we
engaged in, the more changes. About
Christmas (twenty days after beginning the process) she had a dream
that took place in the mountains.
There were trees, clear-cut logging
areas and deer standing in them. The
deer seemed to be watching her and
on guard for anything that might represent danger, her old mode of perception. We invited her to become the
deer and she was always on guard,
ever watchful of danger. She stayed
with this sensation and perception as
it evolved and experienced her throat
as swollen and tight. Exploring this
sensation she once again entered into
a spinning , a dominating force. Spinning like a Top she spun into a dark
place filled with cobwebs, which
slowly wrapped themselves around
her, tightening with each layer spun.
This was a deeper consciousness experience of her earlier ocean-cocoonbirth. The bound sensation controlled
her. This time she explored being the
cocoon, (changing roles and becoming the controller). Being in control
was a new experience and self-image
for her. She was unable to describe
it.
She soon noticed "red" and "yellow" fluid flowing through and
around her, accompanied by feelings
of cleansing throughout her entire
organism. Staying with these sensa-

lions she became increasingly uneasy; "Terror'' was the only way to
described her experience. Coming
out of the darkness, the terror planted
itself on and in the middle of her
chest! As its intensity grew, she experienced pounding in the crown of
her head, described as a beating
drum. The two sensations continued
to intensify and expand until they
merged into one, and as they did she
entered into a black space, blacker
than any black imaginable.
Within the black, she soon noticed "star'' like lights of many colors, trying to expose themselves
through the night sky. She felt as if
GOD was trying to reflect her own
beauty back to her. This was a space
she did not want to leave and so she
remained there about 10 minutes
clock time but an eternity in her subjective experience. When she did
come back, she noticed a sensation in
her chest never felt before. She smiled
and told me " this must be what
LOVE feels like."
Throughout the Dream Mentoring process, the symptoms of her disease had rapidly diminished. It was
the path her body chose for its healing. In time her medical doctor reduced and eventually eliminated her
medications because they no longer
were needed. To say the least the doctor was mystified and intrigued as
she observed this patient transforming before her eyes, particularly since
Fibromyalgia is considered incurable
by medical criteria. The best they offer is symptom management and this
was way beyond that.
To this day my friend continues
to dream journey and heal from diseas,e states she never knew existed
within her. Identifying these sub-realities and dis-ease structures has led
her to be the person she never knew
existed; her true Self was revealed. As
my own mentor Graywolf teaches,
and this accounting demonstrates,
dreams and REM consciousness can
really heal us of our most severe diseases in a most profound manner.
Dreams truly arehealers. 0

The Art
of Spiritual Dreaming
which may be why so many avoid
focus on current dreams and living
spiritual experience. Even without
the need to "believe in" all aspects of
Dreams are presented here as a
this religion, the thrust of most of this
doorway to spiritual experience.
seems very positive for-the health and
"Your dreams are like a telescope that
progress of whomever might pick up
can give a better view of something
this book.
that is normally out of reach: your
My primary problem with this
spiritual experience. That includes
approach is that hierarchy of knowhow you act, feel, reflect, think, react
ledge created with this religion. This
and even love." This focus on honorseems to me to run counter to their
ing the living spiritual experiences
encouragement of self-responsibility.
people have, and grounding us with
Why the need to claim that the author
an everyday spirituality, are very
is some special Dream Master which
positive. And we all too rarely see
readers can summon to guide them
this in the religions of today.
in their dreams? And why the impliThis book is written by the
cation that those who follow Eckspiritual leader of Eckankar, a reankar have the corner on any ability
ligion which resurfaced in 1965. In
to learn from dreams, without any
Eckankar, dreams are central, dreams
mention of the other breakthroughs
are of divine origin, they are a portal
many people are making in learning
to spiritual worlds and they bear
from dreams without knowing about
mes sages from heaven, are loaded
Eckankar? I do recognize that some
with spiritual insights. This corrpeople will be able to hear the possesponds to ancient traditional views
ibilities that dreams offer much more
in ~any cultures, views which they
easily in this context. But for me, and
pomt out have lost favor in today's
I suspect for many others, the creaworld. Readers are encouraged to
tion of another dream guru and set
pay attention to dreams and honor
of hierarchical beliefs seems both
whatever is sent their way by
unnecessary and runs contrary to
remembering
and recording it,
individuals being fully and indewithout judgment about how worthy
pendently empowered.
it may be.
Incorporating
strong beliefs
The Dream Sharing
about Karma and past lives, Eckankar encourages taking responsiSource book:
bi Iity for oneself and our growth
A Practical Guide To Enhancing
along the path of our lives. By
Your Personal Relationships
encouraging
practices such as
by Phyllis Koch-Sheras& Peter Sheras
chanting and fasting, as well as
LowellHouse, 2020Ave.of the Stars#300
mindful observation of waking world
LA, CA. 90067 : 1999. $15 .95.
synchronistic experiences that reflect
The married couple who wrote
our spiritual growth and roadblocks,
the current spiritual experiences of this book met at a dream seminar.
Their dreams, as they say, "brought
readers are bound to be heightened.
The focus on the everyday nature us together and keep us together." In
of spirituality enables them to add- this book, they take an in-depth look
ress the reader exactly where they are at what dream- sharing can do for
in their life, much as dreams do . any couple . They take a very proMany religions paint a religious ideal active approach to both dreams and
They show how
which can seem very far from a relationships.
persons' current position in life, dreams do not just happen to us, but
by Harold Klemp
Eckankar,PO. Box27300
Minneapolis,MN. 55427: 1990. $14.00

•

that we create our dreams and can
learn to approach them in ways that
enable us to get more out of them.
Likewise, the "dream relationship"
does not just happen once we find the
right partner-we
must work together to create it. This approach is
bound to be empowering to readers
on several levels .
Dreams are intentionally defined
broadly, so it is clear that we are
talking about daydreams, fantasy,
problem-solving dreams and visioning dreams, as well as nightly REM
activity. There are dear instructions
on how to recall, record, share and act
on dreams in our waking lives. Then
we are shown how sharing dreams
can be used to facilitate the four major
components of our relationships:
commitment, cooperation, communication and community.
Many dreams and relationship
examples illustrate their points,
providing a unique guide to deepening intimacy and working together
to create the kind of relationship we
dream of ... yet which continues to
prove so illusive to so many these
days. Further, they show how dream
sharing can involve the entire family,
including children at any age, as well
as the larger community we are part
of. This book can easily stand alone,
or be used with the two earlier
complimentary titles, Ihe...Ilrea.m
Smu:cehoo.kand The..Dream So.u.rc:
ehookJoumal. I would recommend
this one to anyone who would like
to further integrate their inner and
outer lives. As the Koch-Sheras' say,
"When you live knowing that you
create your dreams in your dreamworld, you can live creating your
dreams in your waking life."

Contact Dick McLeester
14 Chapman St., PO Box 92,
Greenfield, MA 01301
Ph: 413m2-656S
Email: dreaming@changingworld.com
@
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Now I had learned from my own
dream wake-up call, I began to ask
other men and women who had
experienced serious illness if they
recalled a particular dream or intuitive moment that had helped to
alert them to their condition or
guided their healing. Many of the
people I interviewed were women
who had suffered breast cancer. Their
lv1yfather, who haddiedthe yearbefore
stories are as varied and individual
Pfcoloncancer,appearsand
seems to be checkingon me. Someone as the dreamers themselves.
Helen had been diagnosed with
elseis alsoin the dream,a man dressed
breast cancer and was now under in a medicalcoat. He tells me, almost
shouting,that I havea malignantlump going chemotherapy. Her breasts
in my breastand that I must havemy had been enhanced by surgical
breastremoved.He is still shoutingat implants. After having problems
me. He tells me that no matterwhat I with the implants, she had requested
hear,that it is not benign. He is now their removal and was left with scar
leadingme out the door, almostpulling tissue, which was not perfectly
smooth . She had felt a lump in the
me, tellingme we aregoing to the
scar tissue months before, but had
Mayo Clinicwhereanotherdoctoris
told herself it was just part of the
shoutingto me that I havea
scarring. She also began to have
malignancyand that I must act
'peculiar' dreams, but she ignored
immediately.
those, too. The summer months
This dream had followed almost brought Helen to her annual vacation
two years of carefully recorded
spot in Florida where she began
dreams filled with symbols and experiencing dreams of her dead
images of illness that I had failed to grandmother.
The dreams were
understand and to act upon. The new insistent, some of them frightening;
dream drove me to consult with but Helen could not-or would notphysicians as soon as I got home. understand them. In the midst of her
They detected breast cancer that was vacation, Helen contracted a serious
metastasizing rapidly. My condition case of cellulitis on her face, a case
required surgery, the removal of my that would have sent the ordinary
left breast. The dream that drove me person to the doctor. Not Helen-she
to take action, and the healing dreams returned home and insisted on being
that followed, saved my life.
her own doctor, her face slowly
Robert Moss, in Conscious
recovering from the uncomfortable
Dreaming,discusses the dream that rash.
finally brings the conscious mind to Only a few days later, Helen was
attention, the dream that finally kicks walking down the stairs in her home,
you awake because you have not and-just for a second, just out of the
remembered, not understood, or not comer of her eye-she was absolutely
paid appropriate heed to an im- certain she saw her dead grand portant dream or series of dreams. mother on the stairs . In that flash of

the beginning of 1990, I
followed my dreams to Africa . I was
in Ghana when I fell asleep on a
warm afternoon, lulled in and out of
awareness by the syncopated beating
of yams in the Asantemanso village
dooryards. I dreamed a warning
dream, more literal and more terrifying than any of my previous dreams:
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recognition her grandmother stuck
her leg out straight across Helen's
path, tripping her and causing her to
fall down the stairs. This time she
was forced to go to the doctor-her
face was bruised and swollen, and
she feared her nose had been broken
in the fall . There was one thing she
could not tell the nurse when she was
asked what had happened-her
beloved dead granny had purposely
tripped her and caused her to fall
down the stair s!! Helen went from
the waiting room into the doctor's
office. The doctor walked in, looked
slightly puzzled and asked, "Have
you had a mammogram recently?
More puzzled than he, Helen queried
why he would ask such a thing when
she had brought him a bruised face
and possibly broken nose to care for.
"Because,i he replied, "an old woman, I believe somehow associated
with you , showed up in my dream
last night and said you needed a
mammogram. NOW Helen paid
attention. Her dream diagnosis had
appeared in another person's dream
because she had ignored the messages in her own dreams. The mammogram showed her to be in an
advanced stage of breast cancer, and
subsequent surgery revealed si x
lymph nodes involved . She chose to
participate in a clinical trial involving
the use of stem cell therapy. Helen's
prognosis is hopeful; her subsequent
dreams, which she records faithfully
and works with daily, have pronounced her well on the way to full
recovery and a cure.
Ellen, a young woman in her late
30s, was so in touch with her dream
imagery that she knew immediately
in her dream environment that she
had breast cancer when a threatening
intruder walked into her dream

house and pointed a gun at
her breast. Ellen's cancer was
discovered
in its earliest
stages, and her problem was
solved with a simple lumpectomy.
Many women insist
that they never dream; what
they really mean is that they
have no dream recall. What I
find interesting with most of
these women is that, although
they do not remember their
specific dreams, or even that
they dream, something specific and intuitive in their
subconscious still kicks them
awake and makes them aware
of their problem with their
lw..ilth. I am convinced that
many times the product of
that intuition comes from an
unremembered dream.
A woman named Gloria told
me she had studied art as a
young womanbut had put
her talent aside to raise a family
and provide for several children in
the absence of a husband. A second
marriage had ended in divorce and,
in the difficult period of recovery
from the second divorce, Gloria
decided to take an art class to
reclaim some of her talent. She
placed her pad in front of her on the
first night of the class and, barely
hearing the assignment, began to
draw ovals with a dot in each. She
drew them over and over, the dot
always in the same place inside the
oval. She went home and pulled
out canvas and paints and began
painting larger ovals, now looking
more like breasts, with the same
dot in the same place. She seemed
to have little control over the
geometric repetitive patterns. She
got the message. She made
an appointment with her doctor.
Gloria has just completed radiation and chemotherapy, a canvas
of ovals and dots saving her life. She
insists that dreaming had nothing to
do with her discovery of her illness,
but yet she recalls, just barely, a
dream involving an art classroom.

adjust to the special situation of
living with a woman with changing needs and newly discovered strengths that neither
of them realized she had until
she was faced with the greatest
challenge of her life. Lorraine
had no skills and no money.
She turned to her sister, who
lived in upstate New York. Her
sister provided a place for her
to stay until she could complete
her college degree. Lorraine
completed the cancer therapy,
completed her college degree,
bought a small house, and
found a satisfying job. On a
cold winter night she opened a
novel she had been reading in
Virginia and found the scribb1ed notes she had taken the
night she awoke from her
dream. Every element of the
dream had been fulfilled!
When we finally feel confident in exploring the elements
of dream diagnosis, the next
Some dreams do not reveal step is to explore the elements of
all their layers of meaning until
healing in our dreams. Diagnosis is
waking events catch up with them. presented not to frighten us, but to
Lorraine lived in Virginia, married
allow us to begin a journey of healing.
with grown children. She woke up Once the problem is diagnosed and
frightened in the middle of the night acknowledged, the dreams begin to
with the following dream branded in change, offering the symbols and
her memory:
metaphors each of us can use for
recovery and healing. Healing is not
I am standing nakedin frant of the
always connected with staying alive,
mirrorand both of my breastshave
and
that is sometimes the most
beenremoved,bothpainfully;but the
difficult
lesson to learn; healing is
pain is differentfor the removalof each.
sometimes
a preparation for death.
One seemsto be a physicalpain- the
Healing
dreams
also give us images
left one. The otherseemsto be a mental
unique
to
our
own
personal mythpain, intense anguish- the right
ology,
images
that
can
be used like a
ane. I havejust movedto upstate New
prescription
in
the
healing
process.
Yorkin the dream. I am no longer
Galen believed one could study a
living in my home in Virginia. I am
patient's imagery and dream content
alane,so very alone.
and learn important diagnostic infoLorraine was frightened by this rmation that could help the patient
dream but did not understand it. learn to heal themselves and bring
When she woke up her first thought
their bodies and minds back into
was that nothing would ever cause balance.The Renaissance physician
her to leave Virginia. One year later Paracelsus, who attributed his undershe was diagnosed with breast can- standing of health and illness to
cer, and her left breast was removed.
conversations with women, wrote
Several months later her husband left that "The power of the imagination
her-unable to come to terms with a is a great factor in medicine. It may
wife without a breast and unable to produce diseases ...and it may cure
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(She the blue one and myself the green).I becameawareof
c.:r ~e Previous "Blood, Sweat and Cheers" relationship
dr eams column dealt with dreams wives had about their
husbands. This column is about dreams husbands had
about their wives. You know, fair is fair.

FOR BETTER
uThe Wife"
In relationships, as in most areas of life, the place to
begin change is with yourself.

"I am in bedwith the wife, smooching.I turn over onto my
left side andface myself in the mirror.My hair is almost all
white and gray. I know it hasjust beenwashed.Then I get
out of bed and am getting readyto go to work."
Notice he called her "the wife." This shows a rather
depersonalized attitude toward her. The dream shows
him making a conscious (left side) turn to face himself
and reflect on his appearance. His real hair is black and
wavy. His dream hair (substitute for thinking which also
(\ ,mes fr o m the head) is whit e and gray (mature) and
~t r.1ig ht .ind cle a ned up. He agreed that he'd been
thmking a lot about his marriage relationship and was
ready to go to work on it.

HMeet Me At the Chapel" Cayce Reading 900-85
uQ-1." My wife and I are out with a crowdwho were more
or less riotous,althoughthey were the right peoplesocially
and wealthy. The girls arepretty and nice but boisterous
from liquor.... We could have beenin a restaurantat the time,
or in Templeor Church.Either one or both at the same time.
The wholecrowddecided to go to Templeand we started.
They still carryingon, I said, 'Lookhow they'regoing into
the Temple." Laughinglythey went into the backentrance.
"My wife and I rushedfor thefront entranceof the Temple,
enteredthroughthe largearchedgateway.The organwas
playing; therewas peaceand we werecontented."
"A-1." "We find the phy sical forces, and those of the mate,
joined in their search for that which is right. ...We find
these come into this (Temple) as it might be, food for the
spiritual, as the restaurant might represent food for the
physical."

uThe Flames of Love"
This husband already ha s a loving and mature attitude
toward his wife . Their love relationship is personified as
t he bl ending of two candle flames .

"I saw two beautifulflames of light, onegreen, one blue.
They representedand were the essenceof myself and my wife
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actually being these flames whose colors blended
exquisitely. As the flames, we looked up and saw
whiteness like an angel or God passing over us.
"Flames" Delaney, Gayle, loong Your Dreams
Revisedand Expanded . pg. 138- 139

KEEPING IT GOING
"A Jeweled Broach"
A couple of dictionary definitions will help explain
this dream. "Broach - 7. To mention or suggest for the
first time: to broacha subject."
'"'Brooch- n. An ornament having a pin at the back
for passing through the clothing and a catch for securing
the point of the pin."
Broach and brooch are homonyms , two word s that
sound the same but have different meaning s. The dr eam mind often uses a visual word to substitute for one that
is similar and with the meaning it wants to expre ss. Here
we have a visual brooch to repre sent broaching a subject
to the wife.
"I dreamedI'd arguedwith my wife (in fact I had) . / went
to a gypsy for a potion to mend the rift. The gypsy sold me

a jeweledbroochwith my wife's picture in the center.
I was told I shouldgive this broochto my wife
to wear next to her skin . "
When troubles or argument s erupt , som eon e ha s to
make the first move toward reconciliat ion . The dream
advice was to picture hi s wife as a preciou s jewel, and
broach her with it (this attitude). If he suggest s that she
is a precious jewel he will be able to get close to her . Thi s
approach
will be the be s t love potion for th ei r
relationship.

uButton Your Lip"
A husband "had words" with his wife.

"I had a piercedlowerlip. I noticed two crookedfront teeth.
I took a peg with a goldenscrew,put it throughthe pierced
lip, and screwedthe lip tightly to the teeth."
"Button your lip! The golden screw suggested, ' Silence
is golden.' The crooked teeth indicated ugly words ."
Elsie Sechrist, Dreams Your Magic Mirror, pg. 66
I would add to Mrs. Sechrist' s comments . I'll bet he'd
made some rather piercing remarks to his wife. To keep
this relationship going he ' d better button hi s lip . The
mouth and teeth share a similarity of location with one's
words so, the condition of the mouth or teeth in a dream
may represent the condition of the character' s speech.
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them ...Ills of the body may be cured by physic remedies
FOR WORSE
or by the power of the spirit acting through the soul.
The day I was diagnosed with breast cancer, I came
usandbagging"
home and walked into my empty house alone, angry,
This marriage ended in divorce. The husband's dream
afraid, and confused. I lay down on the sofa and
was alerting him to a situation he was aware of, at least
desperately tried to think of what to do first. I dosed my
intuitively, but he wasn't facing up to it.
eyes, almost, but not quite, drifting to sleep and had a
"My wife was out walking alongthe street about 2 a.m.
dream in which I held my left breast over a pan of water,
A policeofficerstoppedher and asked,'What do you have in turni11g it over,·pointing to the exact location of the cancer,
your handbag?'My wife answered,'It is sand.' She showed and squeezing the breast like a sponge into the water,
him her bagfull of sand. The policeofficersaid,
dark fluid flowing into the bowl. That image, pinpoint ing
'You'reunder arrest."'
the location of my cancer, and the image of squeezing
the sponge breast unt il the poisonou s liquid flowed into
According to the lli.ctionacy_.of_American..Slang
"sandbag: v.t. in poker, to lead another player to a greater the bowl, became my first healing images. When my
loss by pretending to have a weaker hand." It's sort of surgeon, a man who understood the healing process, told
the opposite of bluffing where you pretend you have a me to go home and do something to begin my healing, I
stronger hand. This wife was pretending her nights out took those images and used them every day and every
evening until my biopsy. I used them like a prescription,
were spent at the laundromat. But she was "sandbagging"
stating an intention of healing, and imagining the dark
her husband and actually fooling around, "street
walking" with other men. The dream suggests that this fluid being pulled into one place where it could be
should be stopped (arrested). In typical dream style, a controlled and eliminated. I began the process of using
my dream images to save my life.
picture is made of what we would say with words,
Dream healing often provides the dreamer with
including slang.
guides and advisors who appear in one or more dreams
"Putting on the Ritz"
to assist with the healing process. Many people dream
This expression, an idiom, means assuming a wealthy of animals who become their guides. Sometime s the
,;nd ~ophisticated life style whether entitled to it or not. animals use their specific traits to provide healing
The wife in this case was aspiring to a ritzy life style. Her guidance; sometimes they actually speak. One of my
husband's dream:
favorite stories of dream healing was told by a woman
living in North Carolina. Barbara had recorded her
"My wife and I weregetting into an elevatorat the Ritz
Carlton Hotel. The dooropenedand therewas anotherman dreams for many years and had, like many of us, failed
to recognize her initial dreams warning her of impending
already in the elevator.He wore a swim suit and an open
illness. Her 'big' dream, the one that got her attention,
robe.My wife enteredfirst. Due to some malfunction,the
doorbeganto close. I had a canewhich I tried to wedge in to was very direct. A friend telephoned her in her dream
and told her she would die if she did not have her breast
keep the dooropen. But, the doorclosedand the elevator
removed. In Conscious Dreaming, Robert Moss discusses
went down with my wife and the otherman."
the particular need to pay attention to dreams in which
The wife is "putting on the ritz" but going down into contact is made using communication images, such as
the physicality of life with another man. And, there is telephones, a knock on the door, a message on the
nothing the husband' cane' do about it. There it is again, television or computer screen, or any such familiar means
the dream using a visual "cane" for a not-so-visual 'can'
of direct announcement. Barbara acted immediately on
which sounds very similar.
her dream and was undergoing chemotherapy when she
first met her healing guides. Animal helpers and guides
So, we've looked at the husband's dreamy point of
take many forms , but Barbara 's helpers seemed parview of the marriage relationship, sometimes for better
ticularly interesting and evidenced a directness and
or sometimes for worse. The next column will be about
humor that reflected itself in Barbara's attitude toward
the mother to child relationship from the mother's point
her recovery. The helpers-an
elephant and a hippoof view - before the baby is even born. a-:!£
potamus-["My higher and my lower conscious working
in unison with one another," Barbara said] introduced
themselves by knocking on Barbara's door and inviting
The dreams in this column, unless otherwise noted, are
themselves in. She was quite concerned because the
from my dream study teaching files. See also,Sex. Symbols
animals were quite large and her door was a normal size.
and _Dreams or Sleep _On_It! The _Eractical Side _of
The hippo made it through with only slight difficulty;
Dreaming: www.DreamNetwork.net/ Baylis.html
the elephant struggled, got stuck, and Barbara was
or www.amazon.com.
obliged to shove him the rest of thew ay through. In very
fanice Baylis is the author of Sex, Symbolsand Dreams;
deep voices the animals argued with one another,
$!9 includespostage;Box 2914, Seal Beach,CA 90740
intelligently constructing Barbara's options and pre-
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can seem to be a jumble of symbols and motifs that appear
difficult to unravel or find relationships among. However, symbolic dream images usually include
a' dreamer-self' and the identification
of that' dreamer-self' perspective can
add rich texture and definition to the
warp and weave of the dream content.
Typically, the dreamer is the
observer or participant in his/her
dreams.
When recording your
dreams, note which role occurs most
often in your dream life; it is a piece
of valuable information about how
you handle waking life experiences.
It is not unusual that a dreamer will
switch roles within dream sequences,
which is a reflection of the various
roles/ behaviors we take in our
waking life, as well.
By paying attention to this
dream-self "I," you can then begin
to tie it to the relevance of the symbology of the dream content. You can
u,,L' it as a tool for role-play and to re,'nkr the dream as participant, if you
have been primarily the observer.
This exercise gives you perspective
and a deeper look into the rela tionship and association you have
with the dream content. This can be
done by journaling, role-playing with
another or through meditation and
mental imagery of dream re-creation.
It is interesting to think about the
dream "eye," as well. The "eye" as
metaphor for the "I" is brimming
with archetypal meanings that can
add layers of possible interpretations
for your dreams . The "eye" in the
following dream is an example of
how one might literally and figuratively intertwine the "I" and "eye"
symbolism and add dimension to the
dream:
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I am seatedat an old1ashionedoak
librarydesk that is litteredwith
papersand I noticea paperweight
among them on top of the desk. I
pick it up and see that thereis an
eye that is staring backat me
encasedin the matrix of the glass. I
feel uncomfortable,so I put the
glass eye paperweightinto a drawer
andfeel better,but intend to tell
someoneelseabout it later.
C.R., La Jolla, CA
The paperweight "eye" cancertainly be a veiled symbol for the "I"
of the dreamer who is acting as the
participant in the dream. Without the
symbol of the eye in the glass, the
dream would take on a very different
meaning, so it seems a strong likelihood that the "eye" is the "I" of the
dreamer. First, a glass eye does not
see; it is only an artificial recreation
of an organ that adds cosmetic enhancement. The dreamer may be not
willing to see something about his/
her life situation or self since it made
the dreamer uncomfortable and thus
s/he stored it in a drawer "out of
sight."
The fact that the dreamer is
seated in a passive posture vs. an
active one is a strong indicator that
there are intellectual (papers/ library
desk) issues which the ego self is not
willing to "look at" in the waking life
situation of the dreamer. Also, the
fact that there is a "paperweight" in
the dream amid the desktop papers
may be a reference to the "weight"
of some administrative or intellectual
challenge which appears in the form
of paper scattered an overwhelming
condition which the dreamer may be

avoiding or unable to deal with
effectively.
The eye is an orb, a circle, which
in Jungian terms when appearing in
dreams, is a symbol of the self. It is
the wholeness of integration of the
dreamer and holds significant value
as a 'Life Dream' element for that
dreamer. The eye has reference to the
archetypal feminine, as well, and
may indicate a suspended-in-glassfeminine aspect of the dreamer that
is held in a very fragile (glass) matrix.
This may literally be weighing down
the intellect of the dreamer from a
paralyzed ego state which needs to
be put away in a drawer in order to
keep the dreamer from uncomfortable feelings about whatever
issues are before him/her.
Exploring the avenues of possibilities of your "I" symbolism/
perspective in dreams can amplify
and lead to resolution in waking life
and about your relationship to them .
There are always deeper strata where
jewels of information about the parts
of yourselves await you in your
dreams; finding out who the "I" is
can be an invaluable piece in the
process and revelation of your personal evolution and your relationship
to your 'self.' •!-1

DreamTimes is a column designedfor
you, DreamNetwork readers,to personally learn moreabout your dreams.
Address inquiries/commentsto
Marlene King, M.A. , DN dream
consultant, P.O. Box 477, Murphy OR
97533 or marlene@chatlink.com
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The art of Feng Shui (trans- following dream:
lated: wind and water) involves
I open my closetdoorand out
arranging ones home to achieve
spills
a veritablePandora'sBox
harmony and prosperity with the
of evil, plagueand other
surrounding natural environment.
unsavory things. Yet they are
Feng Shui emphasizes that when we
regard our living spaces as places to all containedin the very objects
achieve such harmonies, the universe
that actuallyexist in the closet
will reciprocate this in many ways by
in my apartment.
helping to improve the circumstances
In
particular,
I noticea box
in our lives whether it be in the career
that had not beenopenedfor
area, family and ancestors or reyears. In spite of all the
ceiving help from angels and helpful
spirits. One places what is called a
negativethings pouring out of
Ba-Cua grid over a layout of the
my closet,I reachin and pull the
home to determine where these areas
box out. I try to open it but some
are and then arranges furniture and
evilforce prevents mefrom doing
other objects such as mirrors and
so.
plants to invite more openness and
to facilitate the flow of chi energy . In
Instead of analyzing the dream,
short, Feng Shui is really a kind of trying to extract some kind of meanacupuncture for our homes.
ing from the symbols, I chose instead
If we look at our dreams from the to regard the dream that I needed to
perspective of Feng Shui, we can
clear out not only the closet in my
discover clues to where there are
dream but the front closet in my entry
arl'as of stagnation in our unconway.
scious minds which inhibit the flow
I discovered that according to
of chi energy throughout our psy- Feng Shui, the closet was situated in
ches . If we respond to such messages the area of helpful people, in the
as practitioners of Feng Shui,we can
entryway of my apartment. So it
greatly enhance harmonies not only seemed that my dream was urging
in our outer but our inner environme to make a connection with the fact
ments as well.
that I had all these items clogging up
It is interesting to note that in
the closet and blocking my connFeng Shui, closets and other storage
ection with helpful people. I then
areas (such as under the bed) are
reentered the dream and faced the
really representative of the unconevil pouring out of the closet and
scious mind of our living space. We
began pulling out boxes, old clothes
often store things that never get used
and other outdated things. I came
and which collect dust and inevitably
across the box that had not been
become forgotten. Dreams of closets,
opened for years and immediately
for example, would indicate that we
opened it. Inside were this litter of
need to pay attention to what is
kittens. I let them out of the box and
within them: the closets in our
realized that they were in my dream
dreams as well as the closets in our
for a reason.
living spaces.
Once I came out of this Feng Shui
As an example, I once had the
Pleaseaddresscorrespondenceto: JayeC. Beldo,3554EmersonAve. South #16,
Minneapolis,MN. 55408 phone:612-827-6835 e-mail:Netnous@Aol.Com

meditation, I then proceeded to clean
out the actual closet and discarded all
the unused items and in general
cleared out the stagnation. I sat down
and could feel the flow of chi energy
improving. Now when I am in the
area of the closet I sense that I am
indeed connected to helpful people
and angels. Even when it isn't
obvious.
Feng Shui can be applied to our
dreams in numerous ways. I suggest
following these basic guidelines:
1. After writing your dream down,
sketch out a diagram of the place you
dreamed about as seen from an aerial
perspective. Take note of anything
you consider to be blocking the flow
of chi energy. Using the principles of
Feng Shui, determine what the area
you dreamed of represents, i.e., career
area, family and ancestors area, etc.

2. Reenter the dream by closing your
eyes and visualize rearranging items
and even introducing new items that
will bring harmony to the dreamscape.
3. You may want to then address the
area of your actual living space (in
waking life) and make the apprc
priate changes to achieve harmony. (;)
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Shamanic Healing, Psychotherapy, Dreams

& Schizophrenia

by Maureen B. Roberts, Ph.D. ("The Dark" Nathair]

ff.1
l!)oth
the depth psychotherapy (pioneered by Jung) and
shamanic soul retrieva l involve a dialogue
between patient and
therapist (or shaman)
exploring the fate of
wandering,
lost, or
trapped soul. In this
sense, an unbroken
spectrum bridges both
healing
dialogues,
and in both, a temporarily lost, disempowered, or split- off soul
part is the object of
retrieval, or reintegration .
A second key issue at work is the
growth in consciousness on the part
of shaman, therapist and patient. Are
the reintegration of the personality
through psychotherapy
and soul
retrieval similar, if not in technique,
then at least in terms of outcome? If
the recipient of shamanic soul retrieval claims (as many do) to have
n•gained energy, focus and purpose,
t,, w hat d egree has consciousness
~,rnultaneously grown to include a
deeper self- realization, an appreciation of the peculiarities of one's
own mythic journey, and insight into
the mythic context of one's particular
woundedness?

Soul Retrieval vs. Psychotherapy
In Jungian psychotherapy, we
are not in such a hurry to help others
by' doing it for them,' firstly because
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we work primarily as catalysts and
midwives to help draw forth the
healing from within the individual;
secondly, it's in response to the axiom
that one can never lead another
where one has not been oneself. To
attempt to do so amounts to the blind
leading the blind, and as Christ made
clear, the end result is that both are
likely to fall into a ditch.
Although shamanic healing is
more interventional, the same principle of the desirability
of selfknowledge applies. The shaman is
soul-guide because s/he is familiar
with Otherworlds,
or in Jungian
terms, has explored in vivid detail the
living landscapes of the collective
unconscious and so knows the road,
hence can lead, escort, or find another
in these places.
The wa s the shaman and Jun -

ian therapist go about
retrieval, then, can be
poles apart. Some teachers of shamanic
practice, or so I have
heard, stress that a
shaman cannot work
on him/herself, or at
least that s / he can
work more powerfully for another, for
example, by journey ing to find someone
else's power animal,
hence keeping his/ her
own personal issue s
out of the way. My
own approach is dia metrically oppo sed to
this.

The Importance of Self-knowledge
To begin with, self-knowledge
gives us more control over the ten dency to project onto others uncon scious, hence unresolved, complexes
or shadow issues that can cloud our
ability to assess a situation clearly. Far
from keeping one's personal issues
out of the way, having not faced them
is intrusive, according to the un avoidable truth that "everything
unconscious is projected."
Secondly, by adopting an authoritarian stance, we can immune ourselves to the full potential of a mutual
exchange, and perhaps to a needed
reciprocal wounding and healing .
Here I stand with Jung when he
confessed in his autobiography
toward the end of his rich life, "I

"Serpent Diagnostician" Drawing by Maureen B. Roberts

never think I am the one who must
see to it that cherries grow on stalks.
I stand and behold, admiring what
nature can do."
The shaman as soul-guide, and
as the master of ecstatic trance who
knows the road in Otherworlds, is the
soul-journeying authority in a retrieval situation. In Jungian analysis, on
the other hand, ideally the patient
provides-in
the form of dreams,
symbols, or artwork-the raw material of therapy. In this joint process,
therapist and patient work together
in a kind of shared journey to arrive at a solution that engages the
whole person, conscious
and unconscious, physical and psycho-spiritual.

know themselves. Neither the shaman nor the therapist, in other words,
brings about healing alone; both enter
an altered state of consciousness and
attune themselves to the superior
wisdom and guidance of a Third
authority.

Soul Loss & Retrieval
Jung speaks of soul loss as a
lowering in the level of conscious
activity, characterized by depression,
loss of energy, or powerlessness. A
psychological cure would result from

Shamanism,
Schi-zophrenia
& Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy as
'Trialogue'
Let's look more close l y at the ways in
which depth psychotherapy is both similar
to and divergent from
shamanic soul retrieval.
Jung discusses the sharing of a (third) single
soul between therapist
and patient, a soul that
acts as a guide, whom
Ju1,1g, taking his cue
from the alchemists, names Mercurius. Being both helpful and destructive, Mercurius is apt to cause havoc
as well as healing, chaos as well as
order, danger as well as help, symbolic death as well as rebirth. Out of
this destruction of any fixed ego
views-in
both patient and therapist-emerges
a new process of
integration.
The shamanic facets of Jung's
mature approach to psychotherapy
are blatant. Typically, he sets out not
knowing where the journey will lead
but following the guidance of the
great soul-guide Mercurius, who-apart from not being clearly visualized -is indistinguishable from a
shamanic guide. Like the shaman's
guide, Mercurius personifies an
ancient wisdom who knows the
atient and thera isl better than the

manic cure, does that mean s/ he is
not involved unconsciously? While
the shaman, led by her Guide(s), is
consciously on a mission to retrieve
lost soul, might not the patient be
unconsciously contributing through
the kind of perpetual dreaming, or
imaginal flow that we are all involved
in all the time? If this is the case, then
a shamanic soul retrieval is similarly
a trialogue in which the Guide, who
responds to both the shaman and the
patient's condition, is the vital con
-nection.

accessing the unconscious through
active imagination, or dreams, in
order to discover where the energy
is now being channeled. By dialoging with these inner dramas, the
energy may be reclaimed so that life
can continue with renewed drive and
enthusiasm. Jung thus allows the
patient to find and retrieve her/ his
lost soul aspect, while the shaman
journeys in place of the patient. The
shaman, through her Guides, has a
reliable link to the patient and her lost
soul, for the Guides know both the
shamanic Cosmos and the patient's
condition.
But the shaman travels alone and
out-of-body to commune and work
with her guides, such that the patient's role appears to be passive. But
is it, or need it be? If the patient is
consciously passive during a sha-

..Dismemberment'' by Maureen 8. Roberts

In my own work
_ as both shaman and
psychotherapist,
I
have, however, found
that more often than
not, a mixture of both
shamanic intervention and psychotherapy is needed.
As one example,
John, a sufferer of
schizophrenia
had
reached a phase in
his dreaming and hallucinating that hinted at significant progress toward integration. His dreams had repeatedly
featured a diffusechaosof vaguebeings

millingaboutin trappedfashionin a kind
of Unde,world cave from which there
seemed to be no exit. Simultaneously,
his conscious hallucinations were
dominated in a compensatory way
by a solitary, warrior-like primitive
figure who stood atop a giant phallus,
angrily shaking his fist and screaming in defiance at the sky in a kind of
impotent rage.
None of this primitive figure's
potentially
creative energy and
strength had succeeded in breaking
through into conscious expression,
however, for John was continually
bombarded and overwhelmed by
voices and visions. Fortunately none
of them accusing or dangerous; he
was habitually shy, quiet, withdrawn
and reluctant to venture out socially.
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became transparent such that I saw
Instead, the warrior energy was
imprisoned, bound in a tight knot that and felt the water diffuse throughout
John felt as a painful stricture in his his body as a warm flow of gold.
stomach region, the solar plexus level John noted after this session 1hat the
painful stricture in his stomach had
of unleashed emotional energy.
eased and that the warrior figure
The unconscious, meanwhile,
had an agenda of its own, for the was now sitting in a more contemplative manner on the phallic
milling dream figures later set about
structure.
a cooperative task of building a giant,
In one of his closely following
Buddha-like golden statue which, as
John said, was an image of himself. dreams, a solitaryfemale figure appHere a kind of'divineSelf' image was earedon the Underworldcavesceneand
in the making, but it was inert, pass- from a separatedlineoffour malefigures
ive, in one sense lifeless and helpless, choseone whom sheproceededto escort
since the unconscious energy was still out of the cave through an adjoining
diffused into its many splinter psy- glass door and wall, to a kind of cafe.
ches. Still, the statue-building was a Again, I saw this as a positive
creative enterprise and one that, as a development, for John's (feminine)
unconscious had now taken on one
gesture toward integration, required
distinct
form as his own helpful
a level of coordination and coopersoul-guide.
As well, the multitude of
ation among the dissociated forms.
splinter
psyches
had on one level
My decision at this point was to
resolved
themselves
into a fourfold
offer shamanic aid and for the most
wait and see where the overall process wholeness, while the other splinter
would next lead .... particularly as it figures-oblivious to the fate of the
on in the back was unfolding in the dreams. My four-continued
ground
with
their
work
of building
intervention, after discussing the
the
giant
golden
statue.
My judgmatter with John and with his consent,
ment
was
that
this
process,
though
was directed solely at a relieving of the
still
dissociated,
required
no
shamphysical stress caused by the angry,
anic
intervention
at
this
stage
but
lone figure, and involved channeling
of a great deal of its energy in the form was proceeding at its own pace and
of heat into an Underworld well of with its own integrative purpose.
iced water.
Shamanic Initiation
In a drum-induced' ek-stasis' and
vs. Inner Dialogue
journey, the energy-concretized
as
As
always, the question beyellow-red fire-was drawn off from
comes:
When
is the wounded conthe solar plexus chakra via a bridge
dition or dissociated state, or loss of
constructed by one of my shamanic
deities. My totem Serpent and diag- soul over-ridingly, or ultimately
nostician helped me draw forth the debilitating? Given the close correlation between schizophrenic breakheat in the form of a winding spiral
down and shamanic initiation, the
that circled around the bridge , kind
of serpentine Caduceus, while my shaman, in dealing with schizophrenia, is faced with a possible
Wolf totem stood guard, and another
dilemma. As she knows from her
powerful Underworld deity conversed with the warrior figure, whose own experience, it is the schizophrenic who can self-heal and rein anger seemed eventually to subside.
tegrate who has the makings of a
A second Underworld guide,
drew forth from the well a grail full shaman. If she intervenes prematurely, or unnecessarily, she may be
of water, now warmed by the channrobbing the schizophrenic of an
eled and redirected heat, and brought
it tn the warrior figure, to whom it was authentic shamanic initiation exoffe red as a healing draught. The perience.
Here her ability as psychotherafigure, after some initial resistance,
accepted the drink and as he drank it, pist comes into play when she is
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called upon to discern the significance of key developments in the
schizophrenic's
dreams, visions,
voices, and degrees of adaptation to
outer reality.
The appearance in John's dream
of the glass door, wall, and adjoining
friendly cafeteria seemed hopeful, for
now the imprisoning cave, whose
walls had until then acted as isolating
dissociative defenses, were being
eroded such that dialogue between
dissociated states, often symbolized
in dreams as adjoining but sealed-o ff
rooms-and perhaps dialogue with
the social world symbolized on one
level by the cafe -was becoming
possible, or had taken its first tentative steps. I was, of course, eager to
see how all this would further develop, but at this point, John moved
interstate. Still, I often think of him
and wonder whether the female soulguide led other trapped personalities
through other glass doors, and whether the golden statue eventually
came to life. I hope it did. iD
c. 1999 Maureen B. Roberts,-fram...5.au.1=.
t11llking
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Depth._Esychology
Website:Jung Circle
http://members.xoom.com/jungcircle
E-mail <nathair@camtech.net.au>
Dr. Maureen Roberts is a depth
psychotherapist,artist, musicianand initiated
shaman who practices in Adelaide, South
Australia. She runs Vision Quests and a
SchizophreniaSoul Therapy Centre, teaches
at the University of SA, and is Coordinator
of theCentrefor Shamanic&JungianStudies.
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recently experienced a
dramatic healing of rheumatoid
arthritis after having it for four and a
half years, persistently, chronically
and painfully. My loss of health
occurred at the end of 1991.I was in a
car accident that resulted in a head
and neck injury. I'd been two and a
half years recovering and, a month
later, I was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis. I found myself
barely able to squeeze a tube of
toothpaste, get up from a chair,
ur bend my knees to walk. The
disease spread from my fingers '
and wrists to my knees, ankles
and feet. I was afraid I was on
the verge of becoming frozen in
my tracks. At one point, I was
told I would be in a wheelchair
in one to two years. Based on my
own experience, I am convinced
more people can heal than do, if
they have the tools and the
willingness to work with them. I
would like to share the methods
I used that led to my healing.
I'll focus on the psychological aspects of my disease and
the inner work I did because
much of my time and energy was
directed here, and my methods
for getting well may be less
known than other holistic forms of
healing, such as naturopathic medicine. Let me say, though, that naturopathic medicine benefited me a great
deal. I improved by about fifty
percent. Without this, the damage I
"uffcred would have been much
worse but, as RA is a progressive
disease and mine was very active, the
damage it caused continued to increase over time.
1knew there was a greater intell-

by Sandy Steckling
igence underneath the symptoms, if
I could just get to it, become conscious of it. I had a stark realization
of some of these symptoms one
afternoon while driving my car up to
a stop light; the awareness came, in
bold stark relief, of how cut off I was
from my life, from the flow and
wholeness of it all as I had once
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experienced it. Clearly in front of me,
I saw the energetic state of my
internal mental and emotional conditions. What I saw was a large wall
of angry emotions and constricted
thought forms. On the other side of
this wall, trapped behind it, was all
the vitality and well being I had
known in my life, most strongly in
my youth and adolescence. This
healthy energy was spontaneous,
flowing, accepting, buoyant, full of
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spiritual energy and present in the
moment, but it was desperately out
of reach. Instead, what I faced was
constricting
energy expressing
through all levels and reaching its
distorted, twisted tentacles right
down into my body!
From this it was clear that my
disea se existed on all these levels and
healing would have to be directed
toward these levels too. I wanted
to regain the state of health I had
witnessed and I wondered how I
might do this . It seemed to me I
needed to enter into it somehow,
or create an opening for it to enter
me.
I saw I had to remove the
barriers that blocked and pre vented connection to this healthy
self, and I knew this would involve releasing anger and grief I
was carrying and had been un able to free my self from. Four
years prior to disease onset, four
important people in my life had
died within a year and a half
span; first my father, after him,
Jerry, a dear friend of many years
who was brutally murdered, then
Jon, a great love in my life who
died suddenly at 34 years of age,
and then Jon's mother two
months later, also a sudden death.
Rather than having worked through
this, I felt I had downloaded all of this
into my body until it had gotten sick
too, and, I'd given my body a lot of
negative messages about being here
at all. Jon himself was a great barrier
to my health; I was so identified with
him on a soul level that, when he died
it seemed my soul was wrenched out
of me and his presence occupied its
place. I felt, unless I could connect to
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my soul alone, free of anyone else, I
wasn't going to be able to heal. Jon's
presence within me energetically, was
a hindrance to this .
Seeing these problems, I sought
to help myself. From my perspective
now, I can see something additional
was happening; my way of being in
my life, in the world, and with myself
had become too inadequate, too
limiting. The evolutionary thrust was
demanding movement into a larger
self. What held me back were the
stuck places in my life that I needed
to work through, to get myself back
from, before I could go forward with
a new development. With places
within me stuck in the past, and
against this my psyche pressing for
growth, profound tension resulted
and the flow of life vitalizing me
became cut off. The effect of this in
my life was pain and disease. I
couldn't see I was moving into a new
life. I could only see where the pain
was and I wanted to heal it, and this
is what I set out to do. Following are
the method I used to help me in this
process .

Holotropic Breathwork
A practice that was an important
part of my healing journey and which
opened me up powerfully, was Holotropic Breathwork, a method of self
exploration, personal transformation,
and healing developed by Stan Grof,
!'vi.D. and Christina Grof. Breath work
requires a facilitator. Conscious
focused breathing is a powerful tool
in this practice. Usually, we don't
think about our breathing . We also
naturally pause between breathes.
With Holotropic Breathwork, one
breathes faster and deeper than usual
and the pauses between breathes are
also eliminated. Evocative music and
a safe and supportive environment
augment the breathwork and expanded states of consciousness are
induced. These states allow mobilization of the spontaneous healing
potential of the soul.
Through doing the breathwork I
experienced amazing releases of
repressed emotional material, and it
is clear this stores in our bodies as
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well as psyches. In addition to releasing repressed material, breathwork opens one up to the sacred
reality within the psyche. Many of
my psychological and physical symptoms were taken up into this realm
where they were transformed while
becoming part of a larger story. It is
this other realm that brings the
healing. We can call it the cosmic
domain, the archetypal world, the
transpersonal plane, the plane of the
soul, the realm of God or a higher
creative order; in the sense I mean,
they refer to the same reality. I believe
that experiencing this" other" reality
was the single most important thing
I did that led to my health. Breathwork was a vehicle for contacting this
plane, a realm that shapes and enlivens this one, whether we are
conscious of it or not. The more I
experienced and became conscious of
this dimension, the better off I was. I
was creating an opening for health to
enter.

Inner Exploration and the
Use of the Imagination
I came to see that symptoms were
an expression of the inner healer, the
psyche's efforts to right itself. I
wanted to work with my symptoms
more in order to get to, and solve, the
problem or problems that underlay
them when I came across the work
of Al Kreinheder, and my approach
to the whole thing was vindicated.Al
was a Jungian analyst who had had
rheumatoid arthritis and had cleared
it by working with the symptoms
through the process of active imagination. This was the first validation
I received that I was on the right
track. I read Al's wonderful book,
Bod.y._arul.Soulandit gave me further
insights into how to apply myself to
the task of becoming well .
Al said the imagination always
had a perception or understanding of
the illness or symptoms. The imagination expressed this understanding
in images and, though we may not
be conscious of it, the images were
always there, within us and within
the symptoms or illness. Al's teacher
stressed that, ultimately, that was the

purpose of the symptoms; they came
to open us up, to get our attention,
so the images they contained could
flow into us and bring us toward
wholeness. Our task was to gently
enter into the symptoms we experienced and capture or coax into
awareness the images there. Staying
with the images and exploring them
further, going deeper into them,
would bring healing.
In doing this work, I used my
imagination in essentially two ways.
I engaged my senses and my imagination in interfacing with symptoms
I experienced in order to get to the
energies and images beneath them. I
dialogued with these images or
brought them into a deeper relaxed
state to see what further images
would arise. At other times, my
imagination was a receptive medium
for images that arose spon-taneously
from within myself. To create
conditions for this, I would enter a
state of relaxation and bring my
attention to my symptoms, to my
experience of my illness, or to conditions in my life and let myself be
receptive to expressions from my
inner self. Working with a therapist
could make the work easier and the
results sometimes more powerful.
It may be helpful to clarify images . An image represents something
about your internal state that seeks
to become conscious. Images can
bring healing because of the quality
of energy, of consciousness, that they
carry. They are the soul's language, a
vehicle the soul expresses through,
and when we work with images we
make room for the soul to express, for
the possibility of contacting soul that
is behind or within the images. This
expands consciousness and brings
healing by connecting us to a greater
wholeness, a larger self.
An image can be perceived
through any of the senses, not just
visually. For example, there were
times I could almost taste or smell
stagnation. Images can take many
forms. Sometimes my images were
powerful experiences of archetypes,
at other times they were personal
aspects of myself. An image may

arise from something you feel in your
gut, or something off the top of your
head; what's important is to try it on,
work with it and see if it resonates or
leads you deeper into self. Often, my
images began by perceiving energies
within me that had particular
qu.il ities.
In one imagery experience I
started with the symptom that I had
of energy being cut off from my body
in some way. More energetically and
psychically than any real physical
feeling, a place in my body felt
undercharged, like energy had been
pulled out of it some time past.
Taking this symptom deeper I asked
if a part of me had disconnected from
my body. Soon I felt a part of myself
holding feelings from some area of
my life. Shortly after this I experienced a heavy weight bearing down
on me and a feeling of being in a
chamber. Staying with this, I felt
myself descending until I came up
against an experience in my past
where I had a lot of unexpressed
grief. I knew then, the weight was of
unexpressed grief and the chamber
was my heart. Once the grief was
expressed and released, I was transported to a place of exquisite stillness
an<l beauty deep within my soul.

Mind-body imagery work
I felt emotionally and spiritually
well by the time I came to this phase
in my journey. I felt I was present
with myself and in my life again. I
expected that physical healing would
follow because that is how I felt I got
sick in the first place, emotionally and
otherwise and then physically. It was
discouraging when the rheumatoid
arthritis persisted.
I got an inspiration to this dilemma while listening to a tape by
Jeanne Achterberg, from a lecture that
she had given to The National Institute for the Clinical Application of
Behavioral Medicine. Jeanne described doing imagery work directly
with the cellular structure of the body.
I pursued more information on this
by studying two books by Jeanne,
"Rituals of Healing" (coauthored)
and "Ima e in Healin ," and b

consulting with Jeanne, which I
found invaluable and very affirming.
This felt like the missing piece that I
needed for healing. It seemed to me
that my body was running on past
programming and I could now interface with it more directly to bring it
up to the present.
The idea with this work is to first
learn all you can about your condition and what is happening at a
cellular level. From there, you form
images of the desired state of health
you want and possible steps to get
there. Then, you let yourself become
relaxed, bring your imagination and
senses to the cellular activity of the
disease state in your body, and
receive whatever images arise. Based
on the images you receive, and the
end goal of health you have imagined, you send images to the cells
with the intention of changing them,
moving them toward the desired
state of health.
With my condition, I needed to
get my immune system to recognize
me. The interior world that interfaces
body and soul had shifted over time
until my immune system didn't fully
recognize me. And though I felt
healed and restored, my body hadn't
registered this change. I needed to
work with the cells on the level they
were at and I had in mind that, with
my spiritual presence now more fully
in my body, my task would be to get
my immune cells to register this, and
then healing would follow. The shift
I had been striving for came after I
had been doing mind-body imagery
work at least an hour a day for about
five weeks. Then, I experienced my
immune cells communicating to me
directly! Previously, I had been able
to gain information about my cells
only from the images and impressions I received through observation. This direct communication to
me signaled that my body's sense of
self, my immune system, knew me
again! This is what I had been working toward. Everything in me told me
a complete healing was very close
and I had clear ideas about what
further imagery work was needed.
Healing came very soon, about a

week later, but from a surprising
direction .
At this point I prayed to Al
Kreinheder that, if he were available,
I was open to any suggestions he
might have. We had an unu s ual
relationship that had begun after I
first learned of his work and had
gone to make a copy of an article of
his . I was leaving the Univer sity of
Washington library and planned to
try to contact him . I was thinking
about this when l felt his presence
behind me, around my shoulder,
neck and head area. It was an energetic presence, not physical. He
communicated to me the way it often
happens in dreams, telepathically,
non-verbally, that he had gone but he
had left behind something that might
be useful to me. He also said that is
how we can continue to help people
even after we have gone, by leaving
something behind for them. I realized
then that he had died and I was
saddened by my loss. I wasn't sure
what to make of this. I followed up
and learned Al had died three or four
years prior.
In the cour se of reading Al's
articles and his book, I felt a real soul
connection with him. He was on
intimate terms with the archetypal
realm and he seemed to evoke and
support that in me. So, when I prayed
to Al, I really wanted to let him in on
my progress if it were possible. Two
days later, a series of events began
whose implications are thrilling for
me to ponder. The Carl Gustav Jung
Institute in Los Angeles, where Al
was once President, called to say a
tape I had ordered wasn't available,
but they had one on the same topic
by an Al Kreinheder and would I be
interested in it? Yes, indeed! I ordered
four tapes by Al, one on Dream
Interpretation.
Before the tapes
arrived I had three powerful dreams,
which was very unusual for me, and
I began to write them up in my
journal. One of the dreams I had was
a variation of a troublesome recurring
dream I had been having for much
of my illness. Al's tapes arrived and
I listened to all of them. The one on
Dream Interpretation dramatically
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shifted my entire understanding and
approach to dream. Then, I decided
to finish writing in my journal. All of
these things needed to get in place
befor e healing could come in the
ave nu e it did.
Back in my journal I decided to
work with the dream I was writing. I
ent ered into it and opened to it;
perhap s I could finally understand it.
I wa s s truck that the dream resembled my body in the sense there
were many physical features (bathroom fixtures, water pipes that were
leaking and on the verge of bursting
and so on) that weren't functioning;
my body was physical and not functioning in places too. I was also
struck by the compelling quality of
the energy that emanated from the
dream and seemed to be carrying it.
I noticed this energy seemed to
resonate with the energy that emanated from my body as a whole. I
asked my dream, "Is this my body?"I
don't know if the energetic field of
my body completely entered the
dream or if the dreams' field fully
entered my body, but the two came
together and became one.
The moment the two fields became one was the moment that I
entered into an expanded state of
being that lasted for several days . I
knew something wonderful and
important was happening and I
de scribed it as the soul entering me
and filling me; that higher plane of
the soul, within the realm of the
Gods, had entered me. With this
entering of the soul, I felt like I had
been given a great secret of life again
that I had almost forgotten. I experienced complete trust and faith
and tremendous love and peace . I felt
very much as a child . I experienced
the presence of the Gods, greater
beings, all around me and I knew I
was completely taken care of. I was a
beloved child of God.
I was in the experience of being
healed but the thought that my
disease was healing was not part of
my conscious experience, at least not
in any way I can remember . I was just
completely in the experience . It was
that evening when I went to bed that
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the realization came to me. I decided
to do a short mind-body imagery
session. I became aware that where I
had always felt the energetic layer of
the disease-stagnant, static like, an
obstruction to cell activity, I was now
experiencing tremendous energy
releasing! I knew the soul was filling
my being but this was the first
moment that I recall that I knew the
soul was actually healing my body.
It was lifting the disease right out of
me.
The next morning, wondering if
the disease would still be there once
the releasing energy stopped, I
shifted my focus into my body, to
where the disease had been, and, to
my astonishment, there was nothing
there. The disease had completely
cleared. Instead, underneath the cells,
coming from my inner being, was the
presence of soul, powerful, potent
and radiating forth. I knew I had been
healed.
In the days after, the soul presence increased its tremendous energetic and magnetic wattage. Its world
opened and unfolded in my life.
There were moments when there was
no differentiation between body and
soul and the two were absolutely one.
The healing doesn't stop here but
continues. Now I have this new life,
coexisting with remnants of the old,
but I know where I am going, let me
live in the soul!
In Mark Barasch' s book, The
Healing eath, he states the Asklepian
temples of ancient Greece prescribed
that the afflicted receive a vision of
unmistakable meaning, called the
"effective or healing dream." The
right dream was said to bring the
patient an immediate cure. I wondered how a dream could possibly heal
physical illness until it happened to
me. It must have happened to them
to. They would undergo purification
processes and sleep in the temples to
receive a visit from the Gods. They
wouldn't have done this for naught.
We can evoke the Gods too, the Gods
of our own inner healing, by going
further into our soul. I hope the tools
I have shared can help.
After my healing, I asked Al if he

really was involved, given all the
synchronistic things that happened
right after I prayed to him, and there
he was, in the middle of it all. I asked
if he could let me know, by making
his presence known the way he had
in the beginning, or by appearing in
a dream. I soon had an amazing
dream in which I was a child curious

abouta largemanwalkingthrougha nice
restaurantwearing an old and tattered
coat, and lookinglike a street person. I
approachedhim and he gave me a rusty
metal stick with a crystal at the end.
After this I woke up. A week later, I
entered the dream as I was writing it
up, and the dream further unfolded.
I became aware that the large man
was an archetype, exuding powerful
archetypal energy. He turned his back
to me, grabbed one side of his coat at
the front opening, and, reaching his
arm high into the air with one big
swoop in my direction, he revealed
the inside of his coat, which became
a wondrous gossamer world. Completely enveloped in this enchanting
world, the stick I was holding transformed into a crystal wand, and on
the top a crystal spun around. The
millions of colors in this gossamer
world reflected into the crystal,
which reflected them back into the
gossamer interior. Was Al the wizard
in this dream? Al said that the greatest advancement we can make toward health is to recover the imaginative ability of the child. •I~

Sandy Steckling, M.A., M.F.C.C., is a
therapistand hypnotherapistin private
practice in Seattle, WA. She has
incarporatedthe methodssheused in her
own healing to helping clients. She is
available
far phoneconsultationsandwill
be happy to answer your questions.
Phone Bayside Therapy& Hypnosis @
206/587-7197.
This articlefirst appearedin The New
Times,PO Box51186,Seattle,WA 98115
and is reprintedwith their permission.
For subscription information, visit
www.newtime.ar
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senting their sometimes differing
points of view to assist her in her
initial decisions. Barbara suggested
that future meetings take place in an
environment much more natural to
them so that she would not have to
concern herself with their comfort.
They agreed, and they continued to
meet her throughout the period of her
chemotherapy, offering her options
for each new phase of her recovery.
°The animals disappeared when Barbara no longer needed them.
Dorothy lived also in the south,
rn rur,ll Virginia. She did not recall
any of her dreams before her illness,
but during her recovery she experienced literally hundreds of dreams
of two little bears. She affectionately
described them as "My little bears."
They brought her healing through
simple play and childish joy. They
danced for her, played with her,
cleaned her house, and took care of
all her daily chores. They prepared
her meals morning, noon, and night,
dancing and playing all the while .
She felt no fear when she fell asleep
because she knew her little bears
would be waiting for her, and she
woke each morning filled with joy
and hope because she had spent
another evening and morning with
her little bears. Dorothy spoke about
the little bears as a child would a
favorite toy or special pet- "My
wonderful little bears even have
matching red collars. "I know," she
said, "they will be gone when I am
completely well, but they will come
back if I need them and they will only
be a thought away-I will recognize
them by their joy and their little red
collars." Dorothy will survive breast
cancer because two little bears took
the daily stress from her life and
brought her healing in their joy.
Healing is creative and joy, when
it comes in a dream, is a special gift.
In the midst of my own healing, I had
a wonderful dream in which / was in
an enonnousroomfilled with tools. The
tools took on a life of their awn and in
the end of this dream, I joined them
in a magnificent ballet of active
healing. The ballet was performed
in the air in a classroom; and the

entire dream was so permeated with
magic and healing images that I felt,
when I woke, that there was no
barrier between my mind and my
body, that they were indeed working
in a magical harmony to effect the
healing and balance of both. This
dream helped me form intent in my
mind, in my imagination.
Intent
grants power to the imagination.
Scan your dreams for diagnosis and for the symbols and images
needed for your healing. You will
find there a direct correlation between intent and dreaming images
and will be able to chart a course for
healing. In our daily communication
with one another, we shah1 symbols,
language symbols, that we each
recognize and use for back and forth
communication. Our dreams give us
a different set of symbols that our
sleeping mind must share with our
waking mind so that communication
with the body can continue beyond
the dream. Once we begin to recognize and understand our own unique
set of symbols and images used by
our mind to communicate with us in
our sleep, then we can begin to
translate them in the day and use
them to create active healing.

Keys to healing
with dream imagery
1. Keep a journal;

record every

dream.
2. Catalog and study your personal

dream images until you can translate
them into active healing images you
can use for your own prescription for
healing.
3. Trust your spontaneous imagery.
A woman with colon cancer dreamed
about a whale covered with barnacles.
4. Allow your active imagination to
work with the dream images. The
woman who dreamed about the
whale imagined herself cleaning the
barnacles from the whale's flesh. In
her next check-up, the healing that
had occurred within her colon surprised the doctors.
5. Welcome dream hel ers. If a uide

appears--animal, human, sometimes
even an object-accept
the help
offered and call on that specific guide
when needed. Little bears saved
Dorothy's life.
6. Carry your favorite images into
your everyday life. Think about them
when you are shopping for groceries,
when you are driving the car, when
you are doing your daily chores.
Make healing an active part of your
life.
7. Trust your dreams and your ability
to heal and balance the mind and
body. Every thought, every action, is
a message to your immune system.
Create messages based on the active
healing images in your dreams.
8. Let your dream imagery develop
into personal rituals of healing. I
dreamed of a field in which I could
harvest all the parts of my body. I
chose the parts I needed, washed
each part in hyssop and reconstructed my body with everything
cleansed and renewed. I used the
imagery in this dream as an active
healing prescription,
imagining
myself choosing, cleansing, and
reconstructing a balanced healthy
body, free from disease.
I am alive because I dream. My
dreaming has led me to a new purpose-a life of sharing and giving in
a positive, appropriate manner, a life
of exploring every day the vibrant
confirming messages of life and
purpose available to all of us in our
dreams. This sharing and giving
belongs to all of us, and communication with our dreams can bring
us together and teach us a way of
healing that can be both unique to our
individual experience and common
in the larger universe of dream
diagnosis and healing. a-It
Wanda Burch is a 9-yearcancersurvivor
who is currently working on a book,
Shadawedby Wings A Woman'sTourney.
fu_Healing,based on her personaldream
journals. A short account of her healing
journey can be found in C.ansc.i..ous
Dreaming,
a comprehensivedrmm guidebook written by Robert Moss. You may
email Wandaat ronwan@capital.net.
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Robert Mose, cont'd from pg. 15
dream the dream onward and enter
a deeper dreaming, alert and conscious at the borders of sleep and
waking. Who knows how far you
may learn to travel? With practice,
you will learn to access deeper realities at will, and bring back gifts .

Theater of healing.
Some of the finest theaters of the ancient world were attached to the
dream temples at Epidauris and
l'ergamum . As the Greeks well understood, the dramatic arts are
deeply purging and healing. In modern dream temples, we perform
spontaneous dream theater to celebrate our journeys, build community dreams and locate ourselves
within a deeper story .

Soul recovery.
Asklepios is a patron of soul retrieval
as well as dream healing. Shamans
believe that soul loss is the most common source of illness, depression
and chronic fatigue, as well as many
mental and emotional disorders.
When we suffer unbearable pain or
grief, we lose a part of our vital energy. In the dream temple, when
space has been cleared, this vital energy can often be brought back.
Sometimes we can bring through
some of the radiant energy of the
Higher Self, our larger spiritual identity into full embodiment in this lifetime.

Divination.
We go to the dream temple not only
for healing but for guidance on all
the issues and passages of our lives.
Our dreams rehearse us for our possible futures, and show us things that
may lie far in the future. We can use
this information to make wiser
choices and often to change the
(probable) future for the better. This
is about more than seeing the future .
Tt involves divination in the original
meaning of the word: i.e., to ascertain
the wishes of the divine. This means
getting in touch with our spiritual
purpose and the sacred power s that
su ort ourlives.
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My dream of rebuilding the temple
of dream healing appears to be
shared by many others, in a quite literal sense. Recently I have received
dream reports from several American
dreamers that center on this theme.
A New York City dreamer saw dream
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in dogmatic
condemnations. Everyone who has
approached mythology may have a
piece of the truth. Gentleness and
respect are essential and the doors
N..otes
must be left open for further research,
1. Aelius Aristides, Qra.tio xxxviii, 24
speculation and insight.
2. See Emma J. Edelstein and Ludwig
The seven key stories give the
Edelstein,Asdepius:..Culle.ctiooand Io- reader a sense of structure, yet of
terpretation..of_tb.e_Testimonies.Balti- flowing movement in space and time.
more and London : Johns Hopkins Uni- The last of them is a modern one and
versity Press, 1998 (reprint). This is the
of special interest in helping us to
most important collection of written
understand
the whole. This tale
sources .
comes
from
the
mythology created by
3. Aelius Aristides, Qra.tio xlviii, 31-33
J.R.R. Tolkien, author of The Lord of
4 . Aristides, Ora.tio xxxviii, 24.
the_Rings. Hoffman's analytic and
synthetic approach to the first six
Robert Moss is the author of Co11= stories
equip
the reader
to
sci.ous_Dreaming, I2reamgates and
understand and evaluate his claim
the popular audio series DreamGates: that in Tolkien's work, we have a real
A Journey into Active Dreaming. He secondary world, a valid myth. Myth,
teaches workshops all over the world
as Campbell says, forms the interface
in Active Dreaming,his original syn- between what can and cannot be
thesis of dreamwork and primal
expressed. It's a marvelous territory
shamanic techniques. His website is for exploration.
www.mossdreams.com
Bon voyage! tll

In the ancient Dreamland, they
chanted: "Egreo, Paion Asklepios!"
"Wake, Asklepios the Healer!"
Isn't it time? (r:-t
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* Dream Networkers/Regional

Contact Persons *

We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the
willingness of these knowledgeable individuals . All are committed to the value of dreams; each has their own area of interest
and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs . Most are available to
answer questions from any caller, regardless of location . If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us!
Please respect each individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can
call at anytime; you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a toll call, expect a collect call in return.

AEBICA

thera~.CO
Gen. Info,groups,

CharlesdeBeer POBox598
4235,SouthAfrica
Umtentweni
viawritten
Dream'Readings'
correspondence
toaboveaddress
.
Worldwide

CONNECTICUT

Spiritual
& Emotional
Grcmth
9 a.m.• 5 p.m. StateofMA

General
Info& Groups
: OHIO
MickiSeltar 614fl67-1341
General
Info& Groups
. OHIO

NancyWestonMA 2031744-6823 MICHIGAN
JudyWhite 6161353-7607
Holi&k: OREGON
e-mail
: lnnerKid2@aol
.com
Ill 541/535-7187
E.W. Kellogg
Therapies
&
Dream
Groups
IsobelMcGra1h
MA 203ll90-1503
Luciddreaming/Dream
Heali!Vil
Michigan
e-mail
: UKHypnosis@aol.com
E-mail:
DoclorStrange@msn.com
Danbury,
CT.
MINNESOTA
ALASKA
lnterdimensionaVOregon
JayeC. Beldo612/827-6835
SusanFredericks9071983-2324 FLORIDA
DreamDemocracy/Integrative Graywolf
Jungian,
Dream
Groups,
Info
Swinney541/476ONLINE
DreamLynx
407/869-8111
DreamNarrationEvenings
Skagway
, StateofAlaska
0492
Dreams
& Conscious·
LintonandBeckHutchinson
UpperMictwest
TlmaPriess 907/479-6553
nessInternational/NW
States
Email:hulchib@iag
.net
MaryFlaten507/663-1269
Animals,
Dreams
& Trauma
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
GERMANY
General
Resources
& Groups
NearFairbanks
MenaPotts,PhD.614'264-4444
Mlchael
Schredl0621n93525
Stateci Minnesota
CALIFORNIA
Experiential
Dream
Groups
&
General
infc:v'resources,
groups
MISSOURI
BayAreaDreamwortcers
Group Preferred
Parapsychical
dreams
79
p.m.
I81Viluage
German
DeanMcClanahan
417/491-4508 CentralPMJ.E.Ohio
(BADG) 707/824.f121
6pm· 7pmMon-Fri
General,
JU!Vil,
UFO
% EricSnyder
Germany,
Austria
& Swltzertand
TENNESSEE
ci Missouri
Springfield/State
onRegional
Info& Resources
TomGoad 6151834-6564
HAWAII
Rosemary
Watta
314/432·7909
Networ1<ing
forDreamwor1<ers
General
Resources/Dream
Group
Ring 808/637-9241
General
resources,
Creative!
PatriciaKeelln707/254-7829 Frances
Dream
Art,
Cnslr.
Info
&
Groups
St. Louis& Stateof MO
Lucid/DreamLight
TEXAS.
Hawaiian
Islands
JohnAshbaugh
806l655-9738
Northern
CalHomia
NEWHAMPSHIRE
A1hena
Lou
General
Info& Resources
-TX
JohnMacenzle
& JaneSlama
Charlotta
Bell 603/529-7779
Ohawall.rr.com
U.S.A.FredOlsenContact
via
805/534-0209
elixira@juno.com LouJ001
Gen. Preparation
forDeath
info;DreamRetreats
Email:Dreamtrek@aol
.com
Gen.info,resources,
dreamgroups General
5 • 11p.m.NewHampshire
Islands/West
Coast
Hawaiian
DreamReEntry
Heali!Vil
Process
before9pmPST
CaHanytime
NEW
JERSEY
Shannon
Batts,M.S.310039-5958!l.l.tiOIS.
UTAH.
DawnHIii 9081647-3720
Rerovery
fromabuse.
Taylorstyte
. GallA.Roberts 630'365-0n1
Roberta
Osuna 435,1259-5936
General
Info
and
Groups
So. Cal.,tA& Orange
Counties
Dream
Groups,
Creativity
DrtamKeyOlasal.net
Resources
&
Evenings
after5:30p
.m.EST/NJ
DreamLibrary
& Archives
Area,IL
SaintCharles
Groups,
Info FourComerArea
JIii Gregory,
Director
Rev.DanPrechtel
847/492-9013 NEWYORK
Jennifer
Borchers
212/683-5667 VIRGINIA
PreferM-F
10am-1~m
General
inf011ucid,
groups
Golembiewski
An1hony
Recovety
from
childhood
abuse,
or 415/898-2559 lndiv
415,1897.7955
&gro14>
spiriual
cOOl)anionship
~9-6901
healing
male/female
relations
Extensive
DreamResources
MetroChicago
& Northshore
Mutual
& LucidDreami!Vil
Eveni!VilS
& weekends
SanFrancisco
BayArea,CA
lWiSAS.
Eves
&
Weekends
preferred
esp.
Five
Boroughs
NY/NJ/CN,
Ru1hSacksteder 51~549-2162
StaveCarter 316/263-8896
Virginia
LeonVanleeuwen
212/888-0552 Central
LucidDreaming
7-9 p.m.PST
General
Resources
&Groups
General
Resources
, groupsNY
FrankSllfano619/270-6766
WASHINGTON
STATE
M/Th/Fr
eves;Sat. p.m.
HaroldEllls 516ll96-9455
Groups,
General
Info
Judl1hPicone 425,/745-3545
Kansas/No
.O~ahoma
Gen.Resources
, Dream
drama
Area
SanDiego& Surrounding
General
Resources
& Groups
NY/NJ
MWACHUSms
N.W
.
ID/MN/WA
CANADA
GIimore 97&'371-1619 PaarlNattar914/353-0511
Edl1h
LeePiper360'659-0459
JanJanzen
Lucid,General,
Sunday
p.m.Group 8nail: pearltn@aol
.com
General
Resources/Native
Box437,Tofino,
B.C.V0R2ZO
EarlyevesBoston/MetroWest Dream
groups
(women,
Jungian)
NW/ID,MN
Pacific
Tibetan
Lucid,hypnogogic,
DickMcl.eester
413/772.6569
NY/No.
NJ
Info& Resources.
Written
communication
only
WISCONSIN
General
Resources
NORTH
CAROLINA
Canada/International
Margaret
Plasencla
4141697-4096
.MA
Greater
NewEnglandW
RobertGongloff
SuzanneNadon519/371-6060
Spontaneous
Healing
Ramsay
Raymond
5081369-2634
DreamGroups,
General
Resources M-F9a-5pCentral/WI
Creativity
& Lttestyle,
Jul"Yil
& ILL
Special
focusonexperiential
Ph:8281869-1203
Ontario/Native
Community
dreamwor1<.
Mon.& Fri. best.
D.C.
oremail:DrmJoumey@aol.com WASHINGTON
RitaDwyer 703fl81·3639
COLORADO
EastMA/esp.
Boston
& West
AnnKlein8881259-1299
OHIO.
GeneralResources
, Groups
Father
Joeeph
SIClley5081842-8821
NoreenWessllng513/831-7045 Metropolitan
8na~DrearnCD@USA
.net
D.C.area
Pastoral
dreamwork/12
SteP'
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Ashville, NC • Mountain Dreamers
Meets first and third Wednesdays
6:30 p.m. Jubilee Community, Wall St.
No Fee--Contact Robert Gongloff
Ph: 828/669-1203
or email: DrmJourney@aol.com
In this GROUP, we promote selfdiscovery via understanding the
special language & imagery of dreams.
Manhatten & Westchester NY. Call
914/591-7607 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D.
DREAMWORK by PHONE
Help & guidance with individual
dream meanings. Contact
Michelle Yeager@ 215/257-43~
Free initial consultation.
"WORKING WIIB DREAMS"
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:30 Contact
David Pitkin Ph: 518/885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY
Exploring inner worlds through
LUCID DREAMING? Weekly study
group . No fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25
East 21st St., Hamilton, Ontario
Canada L8V 2T3 Phone: 416/383-5743
Dream workshop of the
THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
111 Miami&; South Florida.
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes. No fee . Facilitators :
Sy Ginsburg&; Angie Hall. Meets
Wed . /12 Noon @Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway,
Deerfield Beach 33441 Ph: 954/ 420-0908
CREATIVITY DREAM WORKSHOP
Contact Sherry Healy
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee.
Ph: 410/750-1211 or 800/235-8097
Stanely Krippner & Ruth Inge Heinze
Drawing from Ullman method
& other systems . Wed: 7:30-9:30pm.
Berkeley, CA. Ph :510/849-3791
BAY AREA Lucid dreamers of all
levels of experience . Monthly meetings
on Sunday P.M. No fee. Ph: 510/549-2162
Berkeley, CA . Contact Ruth Sacksteder
Dreamwork, Jeremy Taylor Style
Santa Monica, CA .. Licensed Marriage
& Family Therapist,
Shannon Batts, M.S. Donation .
Bathead@ix.netcom.com
or Ph: 310 / 339-5958

"'IF IT WERE MY DREAM"
Groups and Dreamwork by phone
Workshops, Groups, Adult Ed
Courses, Presentations, lndi viduals.
Contact DREAM CATCHERS
Nancy Weston (203/744-6823
1nnerKid2@aol.com) or
Isobel McGrath (203/790-1503
UKHypnosis@aol.com)
Western CT/ NY border

CYNIBIA KOHES, M.S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings .
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. Ph:707/ 526-2500

NEW Dreamsharing group forming.
Wake up through dreaming!
No fee. Monroe, NY/Orange County
Perry Harris Ph: 914 / 782-8286

EDIIB GILMORE
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation group meets monthly on Sun.
afternoon in my home . 112 Minot Rd .,
Concord, MA 01742 Ph : 978/371-1619

LUCID DREAMERS of all levels with
an interest in exploration,
experimentation and enhanced
awareness in waking & dreaming are
invited to meet every third Wednesday,
7-Bp.m. No fee. Keelin Ph: 701/254-7829
Napa Valley, CA

The ASCLEPIADS will receive requests
for dream consultations and guidance
from any reader of the Dream Network
Journalon a once-free/second-time,
donation basis.
Please include gender and birthdate;
name is optional.
Include Email address only .
Our email address is
asdepiads@email.msn.com

Dream Resources, Groups &t Connections
Contact Roberta Ossana @ 435 / 259-5936
or email: DreamKey@lasal.net UT AH
LAMB & LION MINISTRIES
Workshops, dreamwork, inner
journey, individual & group
spiritual companionship.
Reverand Dan Prechtel.
Ph: 847 / 492-9013 Evanston, IL
PACIFIC NW Center for Dream
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian
oriented, ongoing dreamgroups,
individual dreamwork, seminars &
training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel
Ph: 206/447-1895. Seattle, WA
MAPLESTONE Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee.
Phone Suzanne Na don at 519 / 371-6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada
WICHITA, KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
550 West Central #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No fee. Phone : 316/263-88%
New England Contact
Greater Boston / Cambridge area.
Dick McLeester @ New Dreamtime
PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413/772-6569
Colombus, OH Dream group.
Peer-led. Ullman style process .
Meets every MONDAY, midday,
OSU campus area . Cindi Mushrush
Ph: 614/451-4536

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-Spm
133 Park St. NE, Vienna, VA.
Info: contact Rita Dwyer .
Ph: 703/281-3639 No fee.

THE DREAMWHEEL
Dream groups, workshops , individu al
consultation, referrals for lay people
and professionals .
Jungian/ Psychosynthetic orientation ,
creativity, deep ecology, vision quest.
Ramsay Raymond , 191 Sudbury Rd .
Concord, MA 01742-3423
PH: 978/369-2634 or
Email : Dreamwheel@compuserve .com
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop .
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B.
Van Leeuwen at 212/888-0552 NY, NY.
SWITZERLAND
Bern & Thun : Art Funkhouser
Altenbergstr. 126, 3013 Bern
(+4131) 331 66 00
DREAM AWARENESS CIRCLE
Every Sunday 2 - 4p .m. 'v Offering
@Magical Journey Books
Nashville, TN Ph : 615/834-6564
Email : signati1r~ x@webtv .net
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwork methods .
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,
PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533-0477
Ph: 541/471-9337
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There is a research project we are
proposing here in Switzerland . We
would be very interested in learning
about any research that has been
done in relation to dreams and
retirement. Anecdotal accounts by
individuals who have experiences to
share in which dreams played a role
immediately before, during and
following retirement are also
welcome . Please send information to

Dreams ....
{Q){
2[g~[M)~
Your0.~tiBW~J':J
toCreatfllitJI Allegorical Stories of
Receive
oneFREE

Author/Publisher : Charles de Beer
Umtentweni, South Africa

Sendyourdreamto

"Exceptionally insightful and spiritually
inspired 'Dream Readings
by Charles de Beer" DNJ

--•
-Cprea0')
-uest

These books have received
very favorable reviews, internationally
in Newsletter of Cape Town lodge ,
Inner Space Digest and the
School of Communication Technology .

~

Anyone doing conscious explorations
of the dreamscape and/ or hypna gogic states related to the Tibetan

Maureen Roberts, PhD is writing a
book exploring the interface between
shamanism and depth psychology and
is seeking original dream material
from sufferers of schizophrenia and
from others who have undergone
authentic shamanic initiation.
Confidentiality assured . E-mail
nathair@camtech.net.au or post to 2/
48 Fifth Ave, St Peters, SOUTH

Books One & Two

Dreamlnte.rPrefaflon

Altenbergstr. 126 3013
Bern, Switzerland
E-mail:
art_funkhouser@compuserve .com

Seeking dreamers who are mobility
impaired in waking life for study
exploring effects of specifically
c-!ire cted lucid dream imagery for
psychological benefits
and possible physi cal healing .
Will teach lucid dr eam skills
to interested participant s.
Contact PATRICIA KEELIN
2155 Spencer St., Napa CA 94559
Ph : 707.254.7829.

-- •--

of s,ourdreams.

Dr. A. (Art) Funkhouser.

method of lucid dreaming, please
respond .Write to Jan Janzen, Box
437, Tofino, B.C., Canada V0R 220

Mystic Import

Unlock
flJerneanlmt

www.dream.quest.com
rasa, sa1.9191

--• --

KathleenMeadows& GloriaNW
Available through Dream Network
creatorsof theDreamQuest
cards&
$11 each (Includes P&H)
soon
tobePUbllshed
DreamQuest
Dlctlonan,
to PO Box 1026 Moab, UT 84532
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DISPLAY ADS: Phone Roberta Ossana

(435) 259-5936 Email: DreamKey@lasal .net
Advertise in our Dream Boutique on the Web. Very Affordable!
@

CLASSIFIED ADS: All ITEMS /SERVICES FOR SALE
& RESEARCH PROJECTS: $1 per word/ 10% discount for 1 year listing.
Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DNJ does not endorse nor take responsibility
for the contents or quality of any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage readerfeedback and will discontinue ads for which we receive complaints .
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with Llewellynand openyourself
to thewonder
of your
Scott Cunningham

Dreaming the Divine:
Techniques for Sacred Sleep
During sleep we enter an alternate state of consciousness
where we're more easily approached by our goddesses and
gods. Dreaming the Divine offers a unique ritual system for
dreaming, and and gives you a simple, in-depth guide to
remembering and recording your dreams, interpreting
them, and determining whether they're of divine origin.

Order# K,192/DNJ999
$9.95
DREAMING
THE
What Your Dreams
DIVINE
Techniquesfor S,mcd Sleep

Can Teach You

A workbook of self-discovery, with a systematic and
proven approach for interpreting and understanding your
dreams. This revised and expanded edition features new
material on prophecy, the end of the millennium,
collective dreaming, aliens and UFOs in dreams,
and readers letters and comments.

Order# K,475/DNJ999

$14.95

Gypsy Dream Dictionary
Learn the fascinating dream interpretation methods of
Gypsies from a direct descendant of the Romani Gypsies.
Interpret the major symbols and main characters in your
dreams to decipher what your subconscious is trying to tell
you. A lso discover how to direct your dreams through "lucid
dreaming," and practice astra l project ing in your dreams 1
Order # K,090/DNJ999
$7 .95

The Psychic Side of Dreams

visitus on the internetat:

Acquaint yourself with the true nature of the dream
state, the many aspects of dreaming, and how to open
the dream channel so it serves as a superior world of
perception. Illustrated with numerous case histories
from around the world, this book exp lains the different
types of dreams and how to interpret them: anxiety
dreams, falling dreams, prophet ic dreams, and more.

www.llewellyn.com

Order# K-369/DNJ999

$4.95

Iii LLEWELLYN

Call 1-877-NEW-WRLD to order or ask for a free copy of New Worlds, our color catalog of
self-empowering books . Llewellyn books are also available at fine bookstores everywhere . ~

New
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"Dreaming
is anArt"
leading authority oo
""Harold Klemp , • · ·
f dreams."
the spiritual nat~::a; Mi1td Spirit magailoC'

"Some dreams create,
some dreams heal ,
some dreams initiate ;
this remarkable book
encompasses them all."
- StanleyKrippner, Ph.D.,coauthor,
TheMythicPath

&/zrtof

SPIRITUAL

DREAMING

"Harold Klemp's new book
is a definitive work .
lt offers the best tips
on interpreting
spiritual dreams
I've ever read.
This book is a knockout! "
- Arielle Ford, author,

MoreHot Chocolate
for the MysticalSoul

" Harold Klemp breaks
important new ground in
the spiritua l significance
of dreams."

"Haro ld Klemp ' s book ...
leads the way to our
exploring the full potential
of dreams."

-Rosemary EllenGuiley, author,
Dreamwork
for the Soul and
The Encyclopedia
of Dreams

-Gerald Jampolsky, M.D., author,
LoveIs LettingGo of Fearand
Forgiveness
, the GreatestHealerof All

324 pages

ISBN 1-57043-149-3
$14.00 paper
Published by £ ck ankar

Yourlifeis thecanvas.
Cldou are the artist. Paint a more fulfilling life for yourself using Harold Klemp's proven
tec~u~s
in The Art of Spiritual Dreaming. Your dreams hold the secret to creating a masterpiece.
Available at your local bookstore, online bookstore, or by calling 1-800-327-5113.

